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A JOYFUL NOISE

Celebrating the soundtrack of our state

Ray Charles, one of our 16 all-time
Florida music greats, p. 28
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Letter from the Director

Join us on a journey, become a
Florida Humanities member

H

ow often do you strike out, alone or with another, to
ponder and explore the humanity of Florida?

To support Florida
Humanities means to invest
in experiences rooted in
The many twists and turns, waterways, trails and roads
history and culture that
contribute to the unique beauty of the daily life of a Floridian.
bring us together and
What is much more intriguing are the stories behind the
deepen our understanding
aesthetic. The literature, history, politics and cuisines tucked
of our community, our
away beneath the surface of the roads we travel daily. Inside this
state and ourselves. We
magazine, on our Florida Stories walking tour app, and through
are approaching Florida
our many programs and talks across the state, we share these
Humanities’ 50th Anniversary in 2023, and with that milestone,
known and untold stories that enrich, empower, entertain and
we are working to create new experiences and discussing the
spark curiosity and conversation. With
possible return of old ones, such as the
our grantmaking, we support programs
ever-popular “Gatherings,” group trips
and events from hundreds of nonprofit
that took us all over the state to discover
One major benefit that
cultural organizations that are also
places and learn stories that tell the history
storytellers of the Sunshine State.
and culture of Florida. There is much to
will be included in all
As Florida Humanities presents
review and a great deal on the horizon
membership levels is
author-engaged book clubs, cuisine
as we chart a path through the waters of
projects, engaging dialogues on
another 50 years. As we reflect on what
FORUM Magazine. After
sensitive topics, and much more, we
we have learned over the decades and
the summer 2022 issue,
ask you to help us move the needle on
the best practices to deliver to Florida, it
what it means to be a Floridian. The
appears that Floridians enjoy the craft of
this award-winning
strongest way to sustain and elevate
the experience. Floridians appreciate the
publication is transitioning
our efforts to do that is by committing
slice of lifetime moments that transcends
to a members-only benefit.
your charitable giving to Florida
generality and reveals something that
Humanities through membership. This
represents a unique blend. This will be a
summer, we are launching a reimagined
busy and transformative year for Florida
Florida Humanities Membership
Humanities, as we seek to increase our
Program. It will offer a range of giving levels with a variety of
footprint, strengthen our reach and impact and unearth the
benefits, such as discounts and access to exclusive events. One
unsung humanity of Florida. The literature, history, visual culture
major benefit that will be included in all membership levels is
and craftsmanship across these five regions of 67 counties is rich
FORUM Magazine. After the summer 2022 issue, this awardin her charm like a young boy in the 1870s and his pet deer, her
winning publication is transitioning to a members-only benefit.
soulfulness like an embattled novelist that writes a novel in one
We are so grateful for your love and support of FORUM, and
paragraph’s scroll, and the wondrous individuality of an artist
hope you will become a Florida Humanities member to continue
that paints a life’s walk on a highway with one stroke. Are you
welcoming the magazine into your home. We invite you to join
ready to take this journey with us?
this inaugural class of supporters and advocates dedicated to
preserving and sharing Florida’s diverse history and heritage.
Membership is not just about writing a check. Membership
means you are taking an active role in supporting what you
cherish, what’s meaningful to you, and helping others see the
value in Florida Humanities that you already do.

Nashid Madyun
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T

here may be a better job for a Florida-fanatic journalist
than editing this magazine, but after five months on the
job, I can’t think of one. Published by Florida Humanities,
the council that helps support legions of deserving organizations
across the state, FORUM has been the voice of the humanities in
Florida for three decades. Along the way, it’s racked up numerous
awards and attracted an exceptional audience of intellectually
curious readers who are eager to dive deep into the history and
culture that make Florida so fascinating.
Anything relating to the
humanities anywhere and
at any time in this hugely
diverse state is fair game for
our pages, and that is both an
exhilarating and a daunting
challenge for an editor.
Heeding the storyteller’s
adage that narrow is better
than broad, we decided to
focus on one subject in much
of this issue—and what a
subject it is. Florida has a rich
and exciting musical legacy,
from the songs of Indigenous
people to the electrifying riffs of some of the world’s
greatest rock guitarists. You’ll read about them and many
others in this issue.
As our stories came in, we found ourselves taking
guilty breaks from editing to listen to the mesmerizing
music and artists our writers were describing. I came to
appreciate more than ever the magnetic power of music—
as well as its ability to provoke controversy. In a brash
moment, we’d decided to pick the 16 G.O.A.T. Florida
musicians and asked artist Regan Dunnick to illustrate
our choices. Several of our writers helped make the final
picks, and when a few previewed the list on social media,
along with all the “likes,” a flurry of outraged objections
and alternate suggestions popped up. (Let me know your
reaction to our All-Star picks, pages 28 to 29, by emailing
me at pdaniel@flahum.org.)
Working on my first issue of FORUM has stretched
my musical horizons, deepened my understanding of our
state, and been pure, unmitigated joy. I hope you have a
similar reaction to reading it.

Pam Daniel
We would like to acknowledge the generous support of the National Endowment for the
Humanities and the State of Florida, Department of State, Division of Arts and Culture
and the Florida Council on Arts and Culture.
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Florida offers a wealth of
resources to embrace and enjoy
our rich musical heritage
By Laurel M. Lee
Florida Secretary of State

F

Secretary of State Laurel M. Lee was
previously the circuit court judge in
Florida’s Thirteenth Judicial Circuit in
Hillsborough County. Secretary Lee
received her bachelor’s degree and a Juris
Doctorate from the University of Florida,
where she was a member of Florida Blue
Key. She was inducted into the University
of Florida Hall of Fame in 1999.

lorida can proudly boast a diverse
musical identity. Every new group
that has set roots in Florida has
shared its unique rhythm and sound,
creating a harmonious blend of musical
expression. From opera to gospel, Latin
and bluegrass, we celebrate music as
a bridge connecting our state’s unique
cultures. At the Florida Department of
State, we are excited to help you cultivate
those connections by offering plenty of
resources for exploring Florida’s wide
range of musical traditions.
You don’t have to look far to learn
about Florida’s musical past. Streaming
music around the clock, Florida Memory
Radio is a free online music player
featuring recordings from the State
Archives of Florida audio collection.
Programming includes bluegrass and
old-time, blues, folk, gospel, Latin and
world music. Through the work of
folklorists and archivists, the music on
Florida Memory Radio lives on for our
enjoyment. Visit Radio.FloridaMemory.
com to stream anytime!
If you want to dig deeper to find
Florida’s musical roots, the Florida
Memory project offers curated playlists
that paint a panorama of Florida’s musical
landscape. Combined with in-depth liner
notes and detailed track listings, these
playlists are treasured collections of live
and unforgettable performances. You
can hear songs like “Amazing Grace” by
the Florida-Alabama Progressive SevenShape Note Singing Convention, “Orange
Blossom Special” by Chubby Anthony and
Claude Bedenbaugh, or a 1939 recording of
“Shove it on Over” by Zora Neale Hurston.
While our recorded music collection
is a great window into the past, live
music in the Sunshine State is fresh and
bountiful. Since 1953, the Florida Folk
Festival has been celebrating Florida’s
many folk cultures and traditions. (You
can read more about it on page 24 of this
issue of Forum.) Held every spring at
Stephen Foster Folk Culture Center in
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Laurel M. Lee

White Springs, the festival treats visitors
to an immersive weekend of music, dance,
stories, craft and food representing
Florida’s rich cultural tapestry. While
you’re there, seek out the Department’s
Florida Folklife tent for performances and
demonstrations celebrating the diverse
living traditions of Florida, including
music traditions.
The show doesn’t stop there.
FloridaMusicTours.com can help you hit
the road on a musical journey to discover
Florida’s iconic venues and historic sites.
These specially crafted tours will guide
you to the locations in Florida with
connections to Florida’s blues legends,
iconic rock stars and the location of the
lone Beatles concert held in Florida. More
than just memories, Florida Music Tours
can point you to the many festivals and
concerts that are keeping the spirit at
these venues alive and well.
If you are interested in learning
about the legendary musicians who have
called Florida home, look no further
than the Florida Artist Hall of Fame
online. Spotlighting a deep talent pool of
successful musicians, the Florida Artist
Hall of Fame honors the lives of rock and

roll pioneers Ray Charles and Bo Diddley;
country music singer and songwriter
Billy Dean; the mayor of Margaritaville,
Jimmy Buffett; the renowned opera
composer Carlisle Floyd; and the
legendary pop singer Gloria Estefan,
to name only a few. Soaked in Florida
influences, their work continues to reach
listeners across the world.
While we show pride for our
hometown heroes, we are just as proud
to support your community’s local
opera, symphony, chorus and music
programs. This year, the Division
of Arts and Culture awarded grants
totaling $6.3 million to more than
90 of these entities across the state.
These programs are strong builders of
Florida culture, and we look forward to
reviewing new applications each year.
Music continues to be a powerful
force that bridges Florida’s diverse
cultures. Musical expression is a
universal way to share stories of
celebration, hardship, ritual and
tradition. To learn more about the deep
roots and evolving sound of Florida’s
music, visit DOS.MyFlorida.com.

Humanities LIVE

Florida Humanities helps fund the projects and programs featured in
Humanities Live. Learn more at FloridaHumanities.org.

A Great Escape
PHOTOS BY RON NALLEY

An enslaved Floridian’s astounding journey to freedom inspires awe,
conversation—and poetry.

I

By Janet Scherberger

n 1834, 19-year-old Moses Roper had
already tried to escape from slavery
19 times. A forced laborer on an
Apalachicola steamboat, Roper was
ferociously beaten after every attempt, but
undaunted, he set out a 20th time, fleeing
through the woods. Roper was chased by
wolves, hid from his pursuers in the brush,
and dodged alligators on a river crossing.
He overcame hunger and heat, ultimately
walking almost 400 miles to reach
Savannah—and freedom.
Roper went on to earn a degree from
the University of London and lecture
throughout Europe.
His remarkable story was the focus
of an exhibit that opened last fall at the
Apalachicola Main Street Museum and was
on view at the Apalachicola Arsenal Museum
earlier this year. The exhibit was made
possible with a $5,000 Community Project
Grant from Florida Humanities.

F L O R I D A H U M A N I T I E S . O R G

Guests explore the Moses Roper exhibit, supported by a $5,000 Community Project Grant.

“It’s just an amazing story of survival,” says
Augusta West, curator of the exhibit.
In Savannah, Roper parlayed his experience
on a steamboat to get a job on a schooner
headed to New York City. He eventually
made his way to England, graduated from the
University of London, and in 1838, published
A Narrative of the Adventures and Escape
of Moses Roper, from American Slavery. An
1840 edition of the book, purchased from
an antique bookseller in England, is part of
the Apalachicola Museum exhibit. His entire
narrative is available online through the
University of North Carolina.
Roper lectured more than 2,000 times
on abolition, including in England, Scotland,
Ireland and Wales.
“He was an incredible advocate for
the transatlantic abolitionist movement,”
West says.
He moved back to the United States in
1861, and died in Boston 30 years later.
Yet Roper’s story was virtually unknown—
including in the community where his
triumphant journey began.
“We reached out to members of the local

African-American community and asked if
they had heard of him and the answer was
always, ‘No,’” says West. “When I told them
about [his story] and asked if they thought it
should be told, the answer was always, ‘Yes.’”
As one viewer wrote, “Classic example of
the lack of real Black history in our society.
Please get this to our local schools or get the
students here.”
West’s collaborators included Dr.
Hannah-Rose Murray, a scholar at the
University of Edinburgh; Meredith Devereaux,
a descendant of Roper who lives in Australia;
content producer Dhyana Ziegler in
Tallahassee; and Elinor Mount-Simmons, of
the Hillside Coalition of Neighbors, an African
American civic group in Apalachicola.
The exhibit includes a photo of Roper’s
white father, who was also his enslaver; his
record of enrollment at the University of
London; his marriage certificate; a page from
the census showing his family living in Canada
during the 1850s; and a newspaper clipping
announcing his death in Boston in 1891.
The exhibit has been such a success with
the public that it may become a permanent
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Humanities LIVE

Florida Humanities helps fund the projects and programs featured in
Humanities Live. Learn more at FloridaHumanities.org.

coming together to celebrate Roper, and
have the kind of conversations you don’t have
when crossing paths in the grocery store aisle.
“It was wonderful,” he said. “It was a
striking thing and not that common.”
In addition to talking with West, he met
Mount-Simmons, who told him she was
descended from enslaved people.
That night Hargrove couldn’t sleep.
Thoughts of Roper’s extraordinary odyssey
and the people he had met at the museum
swirled in his mind. The next day he wrote
a poem.
“Of course, his name was Moses so the
starting point wasn’t too hard,” Hargrove says.
Here’s what he penned:

The exhibit inspired James Hargrove (left) to write a poem about Roper’s journey.

part of the museum. And West hopes the
faith,” West says. “It’s about overcoming
exhibition will travel, likely to Roper’s native
adversity and not giving up hope.”
North Carolina, and England, where he
Retired biochemistry professor James
lectured.
Hargrove was
Even though
one of those
“There are so many elements that
Roper’s story is
deeply moved by
people of all backgrounds can relate
about just one
the exhibit. He
person, West
was so intrigued
to, whether it’s trauma, the longing
says the feelings
by his first visit
for home, the bonds of family or the
it inspires are
that he returned
power of faith.
universal.
to the museum
It’s about overcoming adversity and
“There are so
a few days later
not giving up hope.”
many elements
for the official
that people of all
opening in
backgrounds can
September 2021.
relate to, whether it’s trauma, the longing for
It was an extraordinary night, Hargrove
home, the bonds of family or the power of
says, with neighbors of different races

Soundbite
On tour, Hank Ballard saw some teens on
Central Avenue in Tampa doing this crazy
little hip-swiveling dance. “We call it the
twist,” they told him. Then Hank Ballard wrote
“The Twist,” Dave Clark got Chubby Checker
to cover it on American Bandstand, and the
song—and the dance—became a huge hit.
—Florida Soul author John Capouya during a
recent Florida Talks presentation
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Florida State University students twisting.
Circa 1962

Oh, Moses,
Your mother did not hide you
Among bulrushes in the Nile’s waters.
When Pharaoh came hunting,
You slipped away in the night
And crossed many rivers, one by one,
So bloodhounds
Could not catch your scent.
When thorns cut you
And stones bruised your feet,
You left dark blood that shone
in the moonlight. You outran
The dogs, the rifles and the chains,
The torture of cotton presses,
And now you stand on that far shore
Beckoning to all men who would be free,
All people who have bled like you,
To swim across those dark waters,
Not without fear, smelling
Their own blood, but knowing,
As you know,
How precious it is
To free a country
From its own chains.

Hargrove wasn’t alone in his strong
reaction to the Roper exhibit.
Another visitor wrote: “I think I am related
to John Gooch, one of his enslavers. This
was both beautiful and devastating. What an
amazing exhibit. Thank you.”
Curator West says one reason museum
goers are so moved is that his story unfolded
in the community where they live.
“People can picture the pine forests and
rivers he was crossing. It brings the story
home for the people in this region,” West
says. “We appreciate Florida Humanities so
much for supporting us. This wouldn’t have
been possible without the grant.”
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Humanities LIVE

Florida Humanities helps fund the projects and programs featured in
Humanities Live. Learn more at FloridaHumanities.org.

Broadening perspectives, broadcasting
hope—one grant at a time.

I

By Lindsey Morrison

n late 2021, Florida Humanities funded
a robust selection of humanitiesbased public programming—34 grants
totalling $202,000—through our
three competitive grant opportunities:
Community Project Grants, Broadcasting
Hope Public Media Grants, and Greater
Good: Humanities in Academia Grants.
These grants embody our mission to
preserve, promote and share the history,
literature, culture and personal stories that
offer Floridians a better understanding of
themselves, their communities and their state.

Community Project Grants
$63,200 awarded

Stetson University (Volusia) Burrow Press
Literary Events Series—$3,800

In September, Florida Humanities awarded
$63,200 through 14 Community Project
Grants. These grants offered up to $5,000 to
nonprofits and public institutions to support
programming that engages in thoughtful
reflection, analysis and consideration
of important topics relevant to local
communities and the state.

Valencia College Foundation (Orange)
Valencia Voices: Oral Histories of
Immigration in Osceola County-Archive,
Exhibits and Forums—$4,200

Friends of Jack Kerouac House (Pinellas)
Tour de Kerouac Community Bicycling
Tour—$4,500
Heritage Village (Pinellas) Shared Heritage
in Pinellas (SHIP) Travelling Exhibit—$5,000

Community Project Grants
double to up to $10,000
in funding.
Florida Humanities is thrilled to offer a
landmark funding increase for Community
Project Grants. Previously capped at $5,000,
eligible organizations may now request up to
$10,000 per award.
To get started, read the guidelines, sign
up for an informational webinar (or watch
a free recorded webinar online), and reach
out to Grants Director Lindsey Morrison at
lmorrison@flahum.org to discuss proposed
programming.

April 13, 2022 @ 12 p.m.
July 20, 2022 @ 12 p.m.
October 12, 2022 @ 12 p.m.
Learn more at
FloridaHumanities.org/
Grants.
For more information,
please contact
Grants Director Lindsey
Morrison at
lmorrison@flahum.org.
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Miami Beach Gay Pride (Miami-Dade)
Legacy Couples Project: 400+ Years of
LGBTQ Love—$5,000
Nova Southeastern University (NSU)
Lifelong Learning Institute (Broward)
NSU Lifelong Learning Institute Community,
Intergenerational Lecture Series—$3,000
Orange County Library District (Orange)
Zora Neale Hurston: The Storyteller and Her
Town—$5,000
Ormond Beach Historical Society (Volusia)
Ormond Beach Historical Society Speaker
Series—$4,000

2022 Deadlines
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Indian River State College (Saint Lucie)
Turning Digital: Humanities and the Digital
Revolution—$5,000

H U M A N I T I E S

Palm Coast Historical Society and Museum
(Flagler) 2022—Palm Coast Speaker
Series—$5,000
Realize Bradenton (Manatee) Riverwalk
Outdoor Family Reading Room Grand
Opening—$4,700
Reflections of Manatee (Manatee)
Cosmopolitan Frontier: Cuban Fisherfolk,
Freedom Seekers, Seminoles, and Women in
Florida—$4,000

The Ximenez-Fatio House Museum (Duval)
I Lived Here As Well Phase II—$5,000

Young Performing Artists (Sumter)
Let’s Talk Reparations—$5,000

Greater Good: Humanities in
Academia Grants
$63,800 awarded
Florida Humanities awarded $63,800
in funding to 16 different departments
or programs within Florida colleges and
universities. These grants bolster public
humanities programming at universities and
colleges and increase their accessibility to
diverse audiences both within and beyond the
campus community.
Eckerd College—Ancient Studies Program
(Pinellas) Community COVID Time Capsule
and Public Panel Discussion—$2,000
Florida Atlantic University—Department
of English (Palm Beach) Off the Page:
Community Events for Readers and Writers
—$5,000
Florida Atlantic University—Department
of History (Palm Beach) Monumental
History —$1,800
Florida International University—Center
for Humanities in an Urban Environment
(Miami-Dade) Community Programming for
the Greater Good—$5,000
Florida State University—Department
of English, Literature-Media-Culture
Program (Leon) Toni Morrison: Sustaining
Community—$5,000
Florida State University—Department of
Modern Languages and Linguistics (Leon)
Between Hope and Dread: Lorna Goodison’s
Dante—$5,000

PHOTO COURTESY OF NATALIE DIAZ STUDIO.

University of South Florida—Florida
Studies Programs (Pinellas) America’s First
Literature: Writing Early Florida, Beginnings
to the Seminole Wars—$4,500
UWF Historic Trust (University of West
Florida) (Escambia) Admiring the Hush
Arbor Program Support—$2,000

Broadcasting Hope
Public Media Grants
$75,000 awarded
In August 2021, Florida Humanities
awarded $75,000 through the inaugural
Broadcasting Hope Public Media Grants
to support humanities-based public media
projects at four Florida stations. The funding
supports media productions that highlight
historical and current racial injustices and
inspire courageous conversations to shift
perspectives, foster unity and shape change.
WGCU—Florida Gulf Coast University
Foundation (Lee) With a Made Up Mind
—$20,000
Latin Pulitzer Prize-winner Natalie Diaz will appear at UCF’s Celebrate the Arts festival.

Museum of Contemporary Art,
Jacksonville—University of North
Florida (Duval) Ideas of Our Time:
Legacy Russell—$2,000
New College of Florida—Division
of Humanities (Sarasota) Healing
Dialogues—$3,400
University of Central Florida—Center
for Humanities and Digital Research
(Orange) The Global Pandemic of 20202022: Historical Contexts and Current
Perspectives—$5,000
University of Central Florida—
Department of English (Orange)
A Critical Conversation About Race and
History—$3,200
University of Central Florida—
Department of Philosophy, Humanities
and Cultural Studies Program
(Orange) Understanding Folk and
Cultural Traditions in Our Time: A
Humanities Workshop—$5,000
University of Central Florida—
Department of Writing and Rhetoric
(Orange) UCF Celebrates Indigenous
Expression—$5,000

F L O R I D A H U M A N I T I E S . O R G

University of Miami—Center for the
Humanities (Miami-Dade) Marjory
Stoneman Douglas, Civic Activism, and
Environmental Justice in Contemporary
South Florida—$4,900
University of South Florida—
Department of Women’s & Gender
Studies (Hillsborough) Re-Imagining the
Humanities: Cultivating Attitudes of AntiRacism and Allyship—$5,000

WPBT—South Florida PBS (Palm
Beach) Wade in the Water: A Community
Conversation—$15,000
WUFT FM—University of Florida
(Alachua) Evoking the Complexity of
Black Experiences in Florida through
Afrofuturism—$20,000
WUSF—University of South Florida
(Hillsborough) WUSF—The History
of Now: Through Our Voices—$20,000

Who’s Inspiring Me
“H.T. Smith, my professor at the Florida
International College of Law, for his courage in
advocacy for social justice. Miami-Dade’s first
African American public defender and county
attorney, he opened Miami’s first African American
owned law firm. He led ‘Boycott Miami,’ a 1,000day response after local politicians snubbed Nelson
Mandela when he visited in 1990, one of the most
successful extended protests in Florida history.”
–Desmond Meade, president Florida Rights
Restoration Coalition and 2021 winner of a
MacArthur Genius Grant
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Q &A : The Battle for the Ballot
A documentary explores the fight for voting rights in Southwest Florida.
By Janet Scherberger

We caught up with Jarrett Eady,
producer of “With a Made Up Mind,” and
WGCU project director Amy Shumaker. The
first phase of their 30-minute documentary
is set for release in September 2022.
Q: Why is it important to tell this
story? Is there any significance to
the timing of the film’s release?
Shumaker: As we go into another election
year, we felt it was important to look back
at the history of voter suppression among
African Americans in Southwest Florida and
document what is being done to inform
voters today.
Q: Where did the title come from?
Eady: Early Black leaders, in their pursuit
to gain access to the ballot, frequently
conducted organizing meetings in local
churches. The title was inspired by the
resiliency expressed in the lyrics of the 1976
gospel song written by Twinkie Clark: “My
mind is made up, I’m only way up, Gonna
hold my head up, Going on with the Lord.”
Q: How did the partnership with
WGCU and Jarrett Eady come to be?
Shumaker: Jarrett had already produced
three local documentaries for the Lee
County Black History Society. It made
sense to invite a fourth-generation Fort
Myers resident who is already steeped in
the research to partner with us.
Q: What are some of the obstacles
Black residents had to overcome to win
the right to vote in Southwest Florida?
Eady: Suppression tactics between the
1920s and 1940s included cross burnings
in the local Black community, a formal
resolution passed by the Fort Myers City
Council stating that Black participation in
the electoral process was against the best
interest of the Black citizens, and pointed
editorials in the Fort Myers News-Press
12
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that attempted
to dissuade Black
voters from
casting ballots.
Nevertheless, the
push to register
Black voters
continued. 
Q: Who are some
of the key historical
figures in the
fight for AfricanAmerican voting
rights in
Fort Myers?
Eady: The first
member of the
Black community
Dr. Veronica Schumaker launched her first bid for office in 1968. She finally won a
to run for a local
seat on the Fort Myers City Council in 1982.
political office was
Mr. Leo Sears, a
local funeral director. He ran for the Lee
Q: How is the film relevant to the
Memorial Hospital Board in 1961. From the
WGCU audience?
1940s to the 1960s, he worked to increase
Shumaker: WGCU is one of the mostaccess to the ballot. The Rev. Isadore
watched PBS stations in the country and
Edwards Jr. revived the local branch of
our audience has an appetite for local
the NAACP in the 1960s. Rev. Edwards led
history. We rank in the top 10 nationally
the community toward civic engagement
for our reach into Hispanic and Black
through voting while testing the application
households. It made sense to apply for the
of decisions of the U.S. Supreme Court
Broadcasting Hope grant on a topic that
and acts of the U.S. Congress. Dr. Veronica
tells the story of underserved voters.
Shoemaker also served as a key voice during
Q: What’s the most important
the civil rights movement in Lee County.
message you want people to take
She launched her first bid for office in 1968,
away from the film?
and continued that quest through the
Jarrett: We want the viewer to see that
1970s while working on voter registration
tenacity and resilience are crucial attributes
initiatives. She finally won a seat on the Fort
that undergird hope.
Myers City Council in 1982.

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE LEE COUNTY BLACK HISTORY SOCIETY.

F

rom Jim Crow legislation at the
turn of the century to today’s
push to return civil rights to
citizens who have served their
felony sentences, “With a Made Up Mind”
examines the history of the fight for ballot
access in Fort Myers. The documentary is
funded in part by a $20,000 Broadcasting
Hope Public Media Grant from Florida
Humanities to WGCU in Lee County.

Why I Give
“I made my first investment in Florida Humanities to keep the
magazine coming and the Zoom connections alive. The magazine’s
timely topics and excellent journalism by a diverse group of
professional writers have helped me better understand myself and
the history of Florida, raised my curiosity and even fed my soul.
During the pandemic, Zoom seminars made me realize what I did
not know and want to know. Florida Humanities’ [is] a nexus of
people with interesting ideas and important perspectives.”
—Joe Mariano, St. Petersburg and Chicago

Roll Call

Since our last issue, Florida Humanities has welcomed three new staff members.
We asked them, “What does humanities mean to you?”

Stephanie Chill

Lashonda Curry

April Myerscough

Grants Coordinator

Communications Director

Public Programs Coordinator

“An exploration of the human
experience. More than just helping
us understand who we are, studying
humanities allows us to examine and
reflect on how past decisions and
events have impacted our present so
we can build a better future. ”

“The humanities remind us of all the
ways we are connected. With the
disciplines of humanities, we can explore
who we are, where we come from and
how we live, as well as reflect on our
past to shape our future.”

“The humanities offer new
perspectives on classic ideas and
answers to previously unanswerable
questions. As a child, then a
student, and now a professional, the
humanities have been an integral part
of my life.”

“English for Families” and “Florida Talks” Partners
By April Myerscough

English for Families:
$25,000 awarded to five
libraries statewide
Developed in partnership with the
Orange County Library System, this
multi-week series of interactive classes
for families cultivates literacy skills
through storytelling and vocabulary
building. Non-native English speakers
grow their literacy confidence while
developing relationships with their
local libraries and communities. The
following libraries received funding
to host programs throughout 2022 in
their communities:
F
F
F
F
F

Broward Public Libraries
New Port Richey Public Library
Osceola Library System
Palm Springs Public Library
Sarasota County Libraries

Florida Talks:
$14,550 awarded
to 20 organizations
Florida Talks is a staple of Florida
Humanities programming. The
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following organizations received funding to host
speakers from our distinguished Speakers’ Bureau
from January through May 2022.
F Boca Grande Historical Society (Lee) $300
F Broward Public Library Foundation (Broward)
$900
F Center for Spiritual Care (Indian River) $1,000
F Delray Beach Public Library (Palm Beach) $1,000
F Dunedin Public Library (Pinellas) $600
F Florida Conservation Voters Education Fund
(Leon) $300
F Florida Writers Association, Amelia Island
Chapter (Nassau) $600
F Friends of the North Indian River County Library
(Indian River) $1,000
F Friends of Wakulla Springs State Park (Wakulla)
$1,000
F Havana History and Heritage Society (Gadsden)
$300
F Historic Ritz Theater, Inc. (Polk) $600
F Historical Society of Avon Park (Highlands)
$1,000
F Lake Wales History Museum (Polk) $1000
F Leesburg Public Library (Lake) $900
F Marco Island Historical Society (Collier) $1,000
F New River Public Library Cooperative (Union)
$300

F Orange County Library System (Orange)
$600
F Pensacola MESS Hall (Escambia) $650
F Pinellas County African American History
Museum (Pinellas) $1,000
F Sanibel Community Association (Lee) $500

Host a Florida Talk
As we approach our milestone 50th
anniversary in 2023, we are updating our
public programming efforts, beginning
with Florida Talks. A new roster of
exceptional scholars, storytellers, poets,
and experts will be released in spring
2022 on our website. Information about
new partner applications will launch
in the coming months for programs
beginning in fall 2022.
Keep an eye on our website and social
media to get the latest, and sign up to
receive emails from Florida Humanities
at floridahumanities.org/sign-up
For more information, please contact
Public Programs Coordinator April
Myerscough at amyerscough@flahum.org
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COVID-19 Relief Funds Support 129 Nonprofits
American Rescue Plan Grants total $1.88 million—our single largest grant initiative ever.

T

“This is a game changer. We’ll be able to
get the staff and technology we need and
help secure contract work, which have all
been sorely needed for a long time,” said
Chantal Hevia, president and chief executive
officer of the Ybor City Museum Society.
“We’ve grown, in spite of the fact that we’ve
been through 18 months of COVID, and
with these funds, we will be able to move
ahead with all the things we are trying to
re-energize.”
The museum was among 129 organizations
that received American Rescue Plan (ARP)
funding from the National Endowment for the
Humanities through Florida Humanities, the
state’s affiliate of the NEH.
“Some of these organizations are the
heart of their community. They’re not just
cultural agencies, but they’re meeting places.
Some have even served as vaccination
sites,” said Patricia Putman, Florida
Humanities Associate Director. “When
those organizations go away in a main street
community, you impact everyone. So we

IMAGE COURTESY OF YBOR CITY MUSEUM SOCIETY

he Ybor City Museum Society, like
most cultural organizations, has
struggled during the COVID-19
pandemic. Now with a $24,500
grant from Florida Humanities, the citizens
support group that owns the recently opened
Tampa Baseball Museum at the Al Lopez
House is in better shape for the future.

Visitors attend the grand opening of the Tampa Baseball Museum at the Lopez House in September 2021.

put the focus on the smallest organizations
that without this funding might have to
permanently close their doors.”
The Cotton Club Museum & Cultural
Center in Gainesville received $6,000 in ARP
funds, which will pay for insurance and utility
costs as well as supplies and equipment to
meet COVID safety protocols, said Deloris
Rentz, the museum’s financial secretary. The
museum, which is run by volunteers, opened
in 2019 and was on track for a successful

2020 with scheduled exhibitions, strong
programming and numerous event space
rentals.
“That all had to be canceled, and with
the pandemic, of course, our donations
dwindled,” Rentz said. The museum reopened
Nov. 14, 2021 .
“We are so blessed and fortunate,” Rentz
said. “Every time we get right to that edge,
something opens up for us, like this grant,
which will help us with the essential needs.”

ARP Impact Statewide
$1,878,000

General operating support awarded to
organizations, which include
• $1,365,000: staffing
• $220,000: utilities
• $115,000: technology
• $90,000: rent/mortgage
• $90,000: insurance

80%

Total funding awarded to organizations
with budgets of less than $500,000
Of the 129 organizations awarded, the average
annual operating budget was $286,000.
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6,721,000

Number of people
annually served statewide
by grant recipients

40

446

Estimated number
of jobs retained with
Florida Humanities
funding

Number of Florida counties represented in
Florida Humanities funding
Grantees included 13 organizations in seven Rural Areas of
Opportunity (DeSoto, Franklin, Gadsden, Highlands,
Jefferson, Levy, Putman counties)

The American Rescue Plan Grants reach across the state.
Alachua

• Cotton Club Museum & Cultural Center (Gainesville) $6,000 • Historic Haile Homestead Inc. (Gainesville) $6,000 • Matheson History
Museum, Inc. (Gainesville) $22,500 • Neighborhoods United for a Better Alachua, Inc. (Alachua) $1,000 • The Actors’ Warehouse, Inc. (Gainesville) $7,000 •
Bay • Friends of the Governor Stone, Inc. (Panama City) $5,000 • Historic St. Andrews Waterfront Partnership, Inc. (Panama City) $10,500 • Brevard •
US Space Walk of Fame Foundation (Titusville) $18,500 • Broward • Coral Springs Museum of Art (Coral Springs) $25,000 • Davie School Foundation
(Davie) $23,500 • Deerfield Beach Historical Society, Inc. (Deerfield Beach) $10,500 • Fort Lauderdale Historical Society, Inc. (Fort Lauderdale) $25,000
• Island Society for the Promotion of Artistic and Cultural Education (Plantation) $2,500 • Old Dillard Foundation (Fort Lauderdale) $10,000 • Pompano
Beach Historical Society (Pompano Beach) $6,000 • Sample-McDougald Preservation Society, Inc. (Pompano Beach) $21,000 • Stranahan House, Inc. (Fort
Lauderdale) $25,000 • The Empowerment Network Global, Inc. (Davie) $3,000 • Yiddishkayt Initiative, Inc. (Coral Springs) $11,500 • Charlotte • Military
Heritage Museum, Inc. (Punta Gorda) $25,000 • Citrus • Citrus County Historical Society, Inc. (Inverness) $25,000 • Collier • Holocaust Museum and
Education Center of SWFL (Naples) $25,000 • Marco Island Historical Society (Marco Island) $25,000 • DeSoto • DeSoto County Historical Society, Inc.
(Arcadia) $3,500 • Duval • Beaches Area Historical Society (Jacksonville Beach) $25,000 • Friends of James Weldon Johnson Park (Jacksonville) $22,000
• Mandarin Museum & Historical Society (Jacksonville) $4,000 • Escambia • Pensacola Historic Preservation Society Inc. (Pensacola) $2,000 • Pensacola
Lighthouse Association, Inc. (Pensacola) $25,000 • West Florida Historic Preservation, Inc. (Pensacola) $25,000 • Flagler • African American Cultural
Society, Inc. (Palm Coast) $9,000 • Florida Agricultural Museum, Inc. (Palm Coast) $24,000 • Franklin • Apalachicola Main Street, Inc. (Apalachicola)
$8,500 • City of Apalachicola - Apalachicola Center for History, Culture and Art (Apalachicola) $7,000 • Dixie Theatre Foundation, Inc. (Apalachicola) $6,000
• Gadsden • Gadsden Arts Inc. (Quincy) $25,000 • Havana History & Heritage Society, Inc. (Havana) $6,000 • Quincy Main Street, Inc. (Quincy) $6,000
• Hernando • Brooksville Vision Foundation (Brooksville) $19,500 • Friends of Weeki Wachee Springs State Park Inc. (Weeki Wachee) $14,500 • GFWC
Historic Brooksville Woman’s Club (Brooksville) $2,500 • Highlands • Highway Park Neighborhood Preservation & Enhancement District Council (Lake
Placid) $6,000 • Sebring Historical Society, Inc. (Sebring) $5,500 • Hillsborough • East Hillsborough Historical Society, Inc. (Plant City) $7,500 • Florida
Museum of Photographic Arts (Tampa) $25,000 • Plant City Photo Archives (Plant City) $12,000 • Sulphur Springs Museum and Heritage Center (Tampa)
$6,500 • Ybor City Museum Society, Inc. (Tampa) $24,500 • Indian River • Laura (Riding) Jackson Foundation (Vero Beach) $16,000 • Vero Heritage,
Inc. (Vero Beach) $18,000 • Jefferson • Jefferson County Historical Association (Monticello) $2,500 • Monticello Opera House (Monticello) $25,000 •
Lake • Trout Lake Nature Center, Inc. (Eustis) $14,000 • Lee • Barrier Island Parks Society, Inc. (Boca Grande) $25,000 • Boca Grande Historical Society,
Inc. (Boca Grande) $14,000 • Cape Coral Historical Society Inc. (Cape Coral) $11,500 • Sanibel Historical Museum & Village (Sanibel) $23,000 • Leon •
Council on Culture & Arts (Tallahassee) $25,000 • Florida Association of Museums Foundation (Tallahassee) $13,000 • Goodwood Museum and Gardens, Inc.
(Tallahassee) $25,000 • John G. Riley Center & Museum Inc. (Tallahassee) $22,500 • Southern Shakespeare Company (Tallahassee) $23,500 • Theater with a
Mission, Inc. (Tallahassee) $5,500 • The Village Square, Inc. (Tallahassee) $24,000 • Levy • Cedar Key Historical Society, Inc. (Cedar Key) $6,500 • Manatee
• Reflections of Manatee (Bradenton) $12,500 • Miami-Dade • Bakehouse Art Complex, Inc. (Miami) $25,000 • Fire Haus Projects, Inc. (Miami) $7,000 •
Gold Coast Railroad Museum (Miami) $25,000 • Haitian Heritage Museum (Miami) $5,500 • Historic Hampton House Community Trust (Miami) $25,000 •
Sephardi Voices USA, Inc. (Miami) $6,000 • Virginia Key Beach Park Trust (Key Biscayne) $25,000 • Monroe • Florida Keys History and Discovery Foundation
(Islamorada) $8,500 • Historic Markers, Inc. (Key West) $3,000 • Mel Fisher Maritime Heritage Society, Inc. (Key West) $25,000 Nassau • Amelia Island
Museum of History (Fernandina Beach) $25,000 • Okaloosa • Heritage Museum of Northwest Florida (Valparaiso) $8,000 • North Okaloosa Historical
Association (Baker) $4,500 • Orange • Albin Polasek Museum and Sculpture Gardens (Winter Park) $25,000 • Association to Preserve African American
Society, History and Tradition, Inc. (Orlando) $9,500 • Association to Preserve the Eatonville Community, Inc. (Eatonville) $25,000 • Friends of Casa Feliz,
Inc. (Winter Park) $24,500 • Historical Society of Central Florida (Orlando) $25,000 • Winter Garden Heritage Foundation, Inc. (Winter Garden) $25,000 •
Osceola • Museum of Military History, Inc. (Kissimmee) $25,000 • Osceola County Historical Society, Inc. (Kissimmee) $25,000 • Palm Beach • Boca
Raton Historical Society Inc. (Boca Raton) $24,500 • Loxahatchee River Historical Society (Jupiter) $25,000 • Spady Cultural Heritage Museum, Inc. (Delray
Beach) $25,000 • Pasco • Pioneer Florida Museum Association, Inc. (Dade City) $15,000 • Pinellas • Dr. Carter G. Woodson African American Museum
(St. Petersburg) $24,000 • Dunedin Historical Museum, Inc. (Dunedin) $25,000 • Friends of the Gulf Beaches Historical Museum (St. Pete Beach) $3,000 •
Gulfport Historical Society (Gulfport) $2,500 • Keep St. Pete Lit (St. Petersburg) $8,500 • Palm Harbor Historical Society (Palm Harbor) $5,000 • Pinellas
County African American History Museum (Clearwater) $3,500 • St. Petersburg Preservation (St. Petersburg) $21,000 • St. Petersburg Museum of History (St.
Petersburg) $25,000 • Studio@620, Inc. (St. Petersburg) $25,000 • Your Real Stories, Inc. (St. Petersburg) $11,000 • Polk • Kathleen Area Historical Society
(Kathleen) $5,000 • Lake Wales History Museum (Lake Wales) $23,500 • Putnam • Bartram Trail Society of Florida (Palatka) $3,000 • Saint Johns • Fort
Mose Historical Society (St. Augustine) $3,000 • Friends of Lincolnville, Inc. (St. Augustine) $22,000 • St. Augustine Film Society (St. Augustine) $1,000 • St.
Augustine Historical Society (St. Augustine) $25,000 • St. Johns County Cultural Council Inc. (St. Augustine) $25,000 • The Ximenez-Fatio House Museum (St
Augustine) $25,000 • Saint Lucie • A.E. Backus Museum & Gallery (Fort Pierce) $25,000 • Lincoln Park Main Street (Fort Pierce) $8,000 • St. Lucie County
Oxbow Eco-Center (Port St. Lucie) $25,000 • Sarasota • Englewood Museum (Englewood) $1,000 • Lemon Bay Historical Society Inc. (Englewood) $2,500
• Vickie O! Heritage Productions, Inc. (Sarasota) $6,000 • Seminole • Goldsboro West Side Community Historical Association, Inc. (Sanford) $6,000 •
Sumter • Young Performing Artists Inc. (Wildwood) $3,500 • Volusia • African American Museum of the Arts, Inc. (Deland) $3,500 • Community Healing
Project Inc. (Daytona Beach) $1,000 • DeLand Naval Air Station Museum, Inc. (DeLand) $3,000 • Enterprise Preservation Society, Inc. (Enterprise) $4,500 •
Halifax Historical Society & Museum (Daytona Beach) $10,000 • Holly Hill Historic Preservation Society (Holly Hill) $1,000 • Ormond Beach Historical Society
(Ormond Beach) $18,500 • Pioneer Settlement for the Creative Arts, Inc. (Barberville) $23,500 • Southeast Volusia Historical Society (New Smyrna Beach)
$11,500 • West Volusia Historical Society, Inc. (DeLand) $5,000
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Oral HISTORY

Scott Camil

The Activist

PHOTO BY EDWARD GRAY

A Marine Corps veteran who earned two Purple Hearts during the Vietnam War,
Scott Camil returned to Florida after two tours of duty and became a leading activist in
Veterans Against the Vietnam War. This is an edited excerpt from an interview the University
of Florida’s Samuel Proctor Oral History Program conducted with Camil in 2005. To learn
more about the project and access its thousands of interviews, go to oral.history.ufl.edu.

G

rowing up in the 1950s and
1960s, I was taught by my
parents that I lived in the best
country in the world and it was the
duty of all males to serve their country.
I signed up for the Marine Corps in
high school and about three days after
graduation I was getting off a bus in
front of Parris Island.

I graduated boot camp in September of 1965, requested
orders for Vietnam and arrived in Vietnam on March 20, 1966.
I remember a teacher in [high school] said, “There is a war in
Vietnam and many of you are going to end up there and some are
not going to come home alive. So it is important to know about
it.” But in high school, all I was thinking about was how can I
earn enough money to get some booze and what day are we going
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to skip school and go to the beach. My basic understanding was
that South Vietnam was our ally. It had been attacked by North
Vietnam. They are communists, and our job was to stop them
before they came here.
When I got to Vietnam, I befriended a guy named Maines
because we were both from Florida. My first duty was nighttime
guard duty. In my third week, I was on guard duty and [the enemy]
came through and destroyed our camp. They had explosives
strapped on their bodies and they jumped into the bunkers and
blew themselves up. [Others] had machine guns and mortars and
rockets and they kicked our asses. It changed who I was. The day
before I was a boy with Marine training and the day after I was a
man. A man in the sense of how men were looked at then. Now I
am not quite sure.
We covered up the dead Marines with ponchos. I pulled the
ponchos off each one and one was Maines. I was 19, and I thought,
“This is real. There are people whose job it is to kill me. There is

not timeout and there is no second chance.” I
[Everything from homes to crops within that zone
decided while I was looking at Maines that I
would be destroyed and anyone found there after
hated the North Vietnamese and I would kill
that could be attacked and killed.] Now I know that
every one that I could. If they were dead they
anybody who operated in a free fire zone committed
could not hurt me or my friends. Then we
a war crime, whether they knew it or not. The idea
followed the blood trails to find the ones that got
was that you measure success by who can kill the
away. We came upon an old guy sowing a field
most human beings. Now that I look back on it, that
in a rice paddy. He had a long mustache, hair
was extremely barbaric. What is civilized about that?
coming out of his chin and a white turban on.
But at the time I did not see it that way. At the time
I said, “Where did the VE [Viet Cong] go?”
they were like bowling pins and I wanted to have a
He said, “Cambiet,” which means “I do not
high score. That is the way Marines are measured
understand.”
and win medals.
I asked him a second time, “Where did they
A lot of the guys I know are pissed about what
go?” He said, “Cambiet.” I pulled out my bayonet
the Vietnamese did to us. I was wounded twice
and slit his throat. He was an unarmed old man,
and was pissed when it happened. But now I think,
but I had just become a different person.
what was I doing there? I was occupying their
The young Marine in 1965.
Let me just go back a second. I went to
country, trying to force my will upon them by
Vietnam without learning one thing about their culture, without
brutality. What would happen if someone did that to the United
learning the language, without learning the history. With no
States? Let’s just say another country, who is powerful, says, “In
information, just like we have done in Iraq, no difference.
the United States, the politicians are responsive to corporations.
Technically, there are rules of war about what you are and are
The tax code f***s the people. There are 45 million people without
not supposed to do. But there are no referees out there giving you
health care. We are going to go over there and have some regime
15 yards because you clipped. Who is not going to cheat to stay
change and give those people what they need.” Even though every
alive? What is the purpose I am serving here? The purpose is to
fact they are saying might be true, I would fight them. Nobody
win. Those people were between a rock and a hard place. They lived wants to be occupied.
there, they had nowhere to go, and we did not understand their
When I think about Vietnam, I think, what did we [soldiers]
culture, their language, or anything. We killed innocent people all
buy with the sacrifices we made? We got a black marble wall in
the time.
Washington. The only way it would have been worth it is if we had
We were taught we were going to a guerilla war, and in a
learned from it and would not have done it again.
guerilla war, [soldiers] need the support of the people. The people
When you are in the service, you don’t really get any news that
will hide them, the people will give them food, water, medicine
is contrary to U.S. policy. So I hated the anti-war people. I read that
and intelligence. If you remove the people, there will be no one to
there was an anti-war concert and that Joan Baez and her friends
help the enemy and you will destroy the enemy. We burned down
were collecting blood and the blood was being sent to the North
villages, we burned the crops so there would be no food for the
Vietnamese. I was outraged.
guerillas, we threw the bodies into the well so there would be no
When I got out of the Marine Corps, I went to Miami-Dade
water for the guerillas. You are not supposed to do that stuff.
[College] on the G.I. Bill. I had direct knowledge of Vietnam, but
A lot of Vietnam veterans say, “I did not commit any war crimes
now I was reading newspapers and listening to radio and TV and
and I did not do anything wrong.” To them, they were just following
they weren’t telling the truth about it. But I thought, the people in
orders. We were operating in places called “free fire zones.”
charge, they have access to secret information, you have to trust
your government. But then, studying history, I learned things that
blew me away. It started my brain thinking.
After I transferred from Miami-Dade to the University of
Florida, I read in the school newspaper that Jane Fonda was coming
to speak. I wanted to see what a movie star looked like, and some
friends and I went. She said we were lucky to live in a democracy.
And democracy cannot really function if people are not concerned.
And that war was being carried out in the people’s name and the
people’s money and they weren’t being told the truth. And that it
was the duty of every patriotic Vietnam veteran to make the truth
known. She struck a chord. I believed the public had the right to
know the truth.
I agreed to participate in a forum called the Winter Soldier
Investigation. They flew me to Detroit
and I testified, and I met people from
the Vietnam Veterans Against the War,
which was based in the Northeast.
After three days of testimony,
they said let’s make this a national
organization and let’s work against the
war, and we agreed to do that.
The savage war, says Camil, turned him into “a different person.”
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TREASURE

The Summer Concert Series is held at the bandshell every weekend from Memorial Day to Labor Day.

Beauty on the Beach
Like a fantasy sandcastle, the Daytona Beach Bandshell adorns the Atlantic shore.

D

uring the Depression, the federal Works Progress
Administration constructed hundreds of buildings across
Florida to spur the flagging economy. None was grander
than the Daytona Beach Bandshell, designed by local architect Alan
MacDonough and completed in 1938 for a cost of $270,000—just
slightly more than the average Daytona home today.
Like a fairytale castle, the ornate structure, designed in
the late Gothic Revival style complete with twin towers and
medieval-style window openings, rises 48 feet high on a wide
stretch of empty beach. The amphitheater faces south, looking
towards a fountain, clock tower and monument to the mayor who
snagged the New Deal funds for the project. A true sandcastle, the
bandshell was constructed of coquina rock, a durable limestone
formed of layers of sand and fossilized coquinas, the tiny pastel

clams that burrow at the water’s edge. (St. Augustine’s Castillo de
San Marcos and the nearby Fort Matanzas, which have endured
for centuries, were also made of coquina stone.)
The town flocked to the opening ceremonies, and for decades
the bandshell hosted concerts, festivals, political rallies and
other social and civic events. It fell into disrepair in the late 20th
century, but citizens rallied to restore it and in 1999, secured its
place on the National Register of Historic Places.
Now seating 4,200, the bandshell no longer stands in
lonely splendor on the shore. Instead, like a refined aristocrat
surrounded by flashy new neighbors, it’s wedged against two
massive modern hotels. Nonetheless, the bandshell is more
beloved than ever, a fantastical landmark in the Florida sunshine,
caressed by ocean breezes and serenaded by the surf.
—Pam Daniel
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Straight from the Heart
A Tampa Bay exhibition unleashes the power of outsider art.
By Pam Daniel

Text by Pam Daniel, images courtesy of the Monroe Family Collection

V

ivid and immediate, the paintings and sculpture in a new
exhibition at the Tampa Museum of Art pull viewers into strange
and marvelous worlds—some beautiful, some terrifying, some
whimsical, some hauntingly sad. All are intense and personal, created
by a diverse group of Florida self-taught artists, or so-called “outsider
artists,” who have lived and worked far from the mainstream.
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Brian Dowdall. Corrugated cardboard. 32.5 x 36
inches. A vagabond spirit himself, the late Dowdall
often painted animals, calling them “pure spirits
of the earth.” His creatures have a dreamy—and
sometimes nightmarish—quality.
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With no formal training, no experience—and no interest—in the art
world of galleries, auction catalogs and patrons mingling at posh openings,
these men and women were often outsiders in every sense. Many struggled
with mental or physical disabilities, dire poverty, crushing losses or social
isolation. Art gave them a voice, agency, and a way to portray and transcend
their circumstances.
Driven, as the show’s title indicates, by “An Irresistible Urge to Create,”
many of these artists worked quickly and constantly. The exhibition features
86 of more than 1,000 works that DeLand’s Gary Monroe has collected for
decades. In 1977, just out of graduate school, Monroe began a documentary
project of photographing the elderly Jews who lived in South Beach. One
was George Voronosky, a troubled old man who lived in a single room at the
decaying Colony Hotel on Ocean Drive. Voronosky had plastered the walls
of his room with colorful images painted on cardboard he found in alleys
and depicting his innocent childhood in the Ukraine, a burst of light and
happiness that belied the dark and anguished spirit he had become.
The “raw energy and intuitive flow” of those paintings captivated the
young photographer. “It changed my life,” Monroe says.

Morgan Steele. Paint on board, 11 x 10.25 inches. Creatures
and objects appear in a juxtaposition characteristic of the late
Steele’s paintings. In the Orlando bird refuge where he lived,
he might spend days transforming classical and pop culture
images into a single painting, in a style that’s been called
“cartoon surrealism.”
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Tony Garan. Mixed media, 15 x 13 x 2 inches.
Garan’s work, created in his room in his mother’s
Orlando home, features vivid colors and hard
edges and seems cold and impenetrable, perhaps
reflecting his view of the outside world.

Don Stone. Paint on cardboard, 18 x 16.25 inches. In his
family’s Winter Haven house, Stone consumed books
about history, including his family’s seagoing heritage, and
created works that blend often arcane historical images with
phantasms from his fevered imagination.

Alyne Harris. Paint on canvas, 24 x 36
inches. A compulsive painter who works
from the front porch of her Gainesville
home, Harris often depicts devilish
creatures she calls “haints.” References to
African-American churches, history and
traditions also fill her works.

Robert Roberg. Paint on board, 22.5 x 32.5 inches. A street preacher
who had destroyed his drawings, deciding they were sacrilegious,
Roberg returned to art as a vehicle for spreading the Word. The Tampa
Bay painter’s often apocalyptic scenes urge viewers to renounce sinful
behavior and embrace God.
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Twenty years later, Monroe began collecting Florida
outsider art in earnest. Keenly aware that many artists become
dull and derivative in later life, he was wrestling with how he
could stay fresh and vital as a mid-career photographer. He
decided to take a year to travel the state to find artists like
Voronosky and photograph their work. He soon discovered
Florida had a treasure trove of gifted, self-taught artists.
“The work was cheap,” he says, so it made sense to
purchase some pieces to take home to photograph.
A few works became dozens, then hundreds, as Monroe
succumbed to their allure. “They fed my spirit, kept my blood
flowing,” he explains. “I’m like a magnet for this art. Something
made me want to live with it.”
Although so-called “outsider art” has gained greater
visibility and value during the last decades, with some pieces
now in the collections of major museums, Monroe says much
of it is still outside the mainstream and surprisingly affordable.

Jack “Mr. B” Beverland, paint on board, 24.75 x 34.5 inches. After
losing his management job at 52, Beverland considered suicide and even
murdering those who pushed him out. Painting became a way for the Tampa
Bay artist to release his rage, with his works evolving from depictions of
violence and revenge to beautiful images that glow in the dark.
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The Tampa Art Museum show is one of only a few Florida
exhibitions that has featured these artists.
Monroe has written several books about self-taught
Florida artists, including the Highwaymen, a group of AfricanAmerican painters who, beginning in the late 1950s, sold Florida
landscape paintings along the roadside. His Extraordinary
Interpretations: Florida’s Self-Taught Artists focuses on artists
like those in this show, who created more personal works with
no thought of commercial gain. Now 70, Monroe recently
decided to stop collecting. He has meticulously catalogued and
archivally stored the artworks, which belong to the Monroe
Family Collection, and intends to create an exhibition space and
offer works for sale in his home.
“An Irresistible Urge to Create: Florida Outsider Art from the
Monroe Family Collection,” presented in partnership with the
Boca Raton Museum of Art, runs through May 22 at the Tampa
Museum of Art.

“I’m Florida, Need I Say More” p. 24 All Star Florida Band p. 28
The Hitmaker p. 30 Traveling Down the Chitlin’ Circuit p. 36
Lift Every Voice and Sing p. 42 State of Rock p. 46
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“I’m Florida,
Need I
Say More? ”
Now turning 70, a White Springs Festival celebrates
the elusive, eclectic music that is Florida Folk.
By Peter B. Gallagher

FROM THE ARCHIVES
This is an updated version of a story we published in 2004.

A

n attendee at the 70-year-old Florida Folk Festival,
May 27-29, may well be confused, not just by the
Cracker accent prevalent along these parts of the
Suwannee River, but also by the diverse sights and
sounds of the nation’s longest continuous state folk festival.

WIKIMEDIA

The alligator stew of folks who compose and perform
original Florida songs is celebrated annually at the Florida
Folk Festival, held on the hallowed grounds of the Stephen
Foster Folk Culture Center State Park every Memorial Day
weekend. (The pandemic interrupted the festival, which was
held virtually in 2021.)
Over here sits a bluesman rhyming a red rooster, over there a
In addition to a rich assortment of Florida crafts, food,
cowboy is crooning ’bout his blue tick hound herding cattle. You
dance performances and storytelling, more than 300 featured
might turn a corner and see a woman in a granny
musical acts on more than a dozen stages,
dress singing “Shady Grove (My Little Love)” or a tall,
make this a mecca for Florida songsmiths
thin backwoods banjo player picking a furious “Salt
and folk music fans. Thousands make the
Creek.” A gospel choir, finger-style guitarists, sacred
annual pilgrimage to tiny White Springs to
steel players, piano mavens playing Joplin, electric
commune with each other.
bass breaks complete with applause, bluegrass jams
Prolific songwriter Stephen Collins
in the campground, the tallest tower on this 240-mile
Foster was the first name associated with
river chiming Stephen Foster songs all day.
Florida music. In 1851, Foster edited his
You walk by a lady with a kerchief cap stirring
original words about North Carolina’s
a pot of what the crackers call chicken perlu—they
Peedee River into the international classic,
love French terms! There are even Florida folksingers
“Old Folks at Home,” which describes a
singing Don Grooms’ song about Michiganders:
fictional Florida plantation “way down upon
“They got their old CDs and their color TVs, every
the Swanee River.”
third car on the road, is a man from Michigan in a
Although lore has it that Foster never
gol-durn Winnebago!”
laid eyes on the river he wrote about, in fact,
Truth is, music drives this festival, through
Foster and his wife cruised the Suwannee by
Stephen Collins Foster
blacksmiths and quilters and tight-rope walkers
riverboat during their honeymoon that year.
and surfers, dollmakers, walking-stick carvers
They stopped at a café in Ellaville—where
and Seminole longshirts. Florida Folk Music is the
the river is wide and the boat could turn
engineer of this train. But what exactly is Florida folk music?
around—and ate lunch; the owner noted the visit in a letter
The late Bobby Hicks from Tampa, perhaps the greatest Florida
handed down through generations and now in the possession
Folk songwriter, had the best answer of all. In his gruff biker voice,
of James Cornett, CEO of the nearby Spirit of the Suwannee
he oft declared: “Florida Folk Music? I know it when I see it.”
Music Park in Live Oak.
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Street crier Tommy Walton performing with Blind Willie James and “Diamond Teeth” Mary McClain
at the 1991 Florida Folk Festival.

FLORIDA STATE ARCHIVES

In 1935, “Old Folks” became Florida’s state song. The lyrics were penned in
Black minstrel dialect, but in 2008, the Legislature revised the song without the
offensive language.
Begun by area socialites in 1952, the Florida Folk Festival came to
hold the only real certification for state folk singer/songwriters.
“You just weren’t considered Florida folk unless you paid your
dues at White Springs,” explains Dale Crider, a Kentucky-born
wildlife biologist, environmentalist and songwriter who lives
along Gainesville’s Lake Pithlachoco and began performing at
the festival in the 1960s. “Far as we knew, we were the main
Florida folksingers and songwriters in the state.”
That left out Jimmy Buffett, arguably the
state’s most famous folksinger, and hundreds
of other songwriters and singers of all
ethnicities across the Sunshine State. The
festival’s “credentials,” however, were
held in the tight grip of the late “Cousin”
Thelma Boltin, an iron-fisted folklorist
who directed the festival from 1954 to
1965 and remained influential into the
late 1980s. During the performances,
clad in sunbonnet and pioneer-style
dress, Boltin was always on the
main stage, watching, critiquing
and protecting an event she
defined according to her own
traditional God-fearing North
Florida culture. The talent
lineup until the mid-1970s
was almost exclusively

from that region. It was once “Woodstock
white,” according to Peggy Bulger, who was
hired as Florida’s first state Folklorist and
Administrator of the new Florida Folklife
Program in 1976. “Thelma decided who
was and who was not allowed on stage. I
was hired to bring more diversity into the
program,” Bulgur says.
Boltin’s choices had left out many
performers who have become valuable
stitches on the Florida folk quilt.
Unlike Texas, which promotes a sound
immediately marketable as Texas music,
Florida’s folk music is a changeling, flitting
all over the map. So many transplants and
cultures make up modern Florida that the
nature and definition of Florida folk can’t
be pinned down. As Ken Crawford, one of
the festival directors who succeeded Boltin,
says: “In Florida, there are Chicago-style
blues bands playing Florida folk songs.
There are reggae bands playing it. And
everybody has their own idea what Florida
music is or isn’t.”
Over the next decades, with Bulger
treading softly but firmly in the
background—allowing Boltin and her
able assistant, Barbara Beauchamp,
to ease off the old values—the
festival began to change. Bulger
traveled the nooks and crannies of
the state, creating an outstanding
compendium of folk talent and
culture. Diversity blossomed.
In 1978 bluesman Blind Johnny
Brown, retired to St. Petersburg
after traveling the state performing
and writing songs as a slide
guitarist with Jimmy Reed
in the ’40s and ’50s, was
welcomed to the main
stage to sing “Nobody
Likes Mexico Like I Do.”
Says Bulger, who went
on to serve as director of
the American Folklife
Center at the Library
of Congress from
1999 to 2011, “I
knew the diversity
was working when

Longtime director Thelma
Boltin at the 1954 festival.
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cut down the trees and the mangrove keys,
then they killed off the coral and the old
manatee and they put parkin’ lots where
the beach used to be and it’s damn sure
killin’ me, it’s killin’ you and me.”
Considering the lifestyle McLean
favored, it is an irony of considerable
hilarity that the Dade City spring festival
named after him strongly disallowed
alcohol or raucous carrying-on. “Will
wouldn’t be allowed to attend his own
festival,” guitarist Raiford Starke once said
to me, laughing. “I can just see him and
Don Grooms and [folk-singing Seminole
Chief] James Billie sipping jasmine tea
and whispering around the campfire.” The
years have softened those rules.
McLean’s stature as the “Father of
Florida Folk” forced Boltin to look the
other way regarding his constant rulebending. McLean continually brought his
new “discoveries” onto the festival stage,
unannounced, giving up his own stage time
to audition new talent.
Cousin Thelma could only look on
disapprovingly. At one of the festival’s
traditional Sunday morning group
discussions, self-righteous performers, one
after the other, expressed complaints and
disgust with raucous Black legend 81-year-

old Diamond Teeth Mary McClain and
her King Snake Blues Band stomping all
over the Saturday-night stage. Gamble
Rogers rose to put the denouncers
down forever. In the quiet voice of the
Southern gentleman that he was, he
went to the Bible: “Would you deny,” he
lectured. “Would you deny your brother a
seat at the table?”
The whole hillside grew quiet and
then resounded with loud applause.
The Florida Folk Festival was never the
same. Why, with the waters broken, even
Cousin Thelma relented, becoming best
of friends with Diamond Tooth Mary;
they sang Foster’s songs together, in his
original minstrel dialect, and sat on the
main stage together, still critiquing, until
Thelma died in 1992.
Lake Wales folksingers Frank and
Ann Thomas continued McLean’s work
by regularly introducing new talent at
the festival. They served as mentors to a
wide variety of folk musicians who made
regular pilgrimages to their outback
Rattlesnake Road “Cracker Palace” home.
The Thomases hosted the state’s first folk
music radio show in the late 1980s, taped
at their home. Any picker with a song and
story was qualified to stop by. They were
IMAGE COURTESY FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

Ida Goodson and Diamond Teeth Mary
[both Black blues artists] took the stage
together.” The crowd cheered.
Cousin Thelma could not help
scoffing at such change. She had strong
opinions not only about folk songs but
about the singers. One of the state’s
most legendary folksingers, the late Will
McLean, became her nemesis. McLean and
troubadours Gamble Rogers, Jim Ballew
and Don Grooms were respected primary
progenitors of today’s contemporary real
Florida Folk sound. An often homeless,
hard-drinking man who wrote beautiful
songs, McLean defined Florida folk music,
and Thelma knew it.
The Chipley-born McLean called
himself “The Black Hat Troubadour” and
roamed the state, in 1963 performing at
Carnegie Hall. McLean’s songs borrowed
from the traditional Northeastern folk
idiom but were roughed up with honest
Florida grit.
“Times at night I get to thinking, And
the shivers cold my spine,” he sings in
his classic “Wild Hog,” a precious string
of words that Bobby Hicks declared “the
finest single line ever written in a Florida
folk song.” Hicks was too humble to
nominate his own finest line: “Well they

Performers at the folk festival in 2018.
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more music
From electronic and punk to bluegrass and classical,
Florida hosts scores of music festivals each year.
Here’s a sampling of events around the state.
The Okeechobee Music & Arts Festival takes place

WIKIMEDIA

on 600 tropical acres (including a beach) in Sunshine Grove,
where campers and day trippers enjoy eclectic musicians and
immersive art. There’s even a psychedelic jive joint. March 3–6.
okeechobeefest.com

Ultra Music Festival

Will McLean at the 1965 festival.

Some 170,000-plus fans
of electronic dance music
are expected to flock to
Miami from March 25–27.
With elite DJs and lavish
production values, it’s one
of a series of Ultra festivals
held around the world.
ultramusicfestival.com

Springing the Blues
famously known to give songwriting assignments to young folkies
who would return weeks later with their homework.
Other directors have continued to expand the festival’s musical
content and reach. Now produced and coordinated by the Florida
Park Service, the festival is more inclusive and eclectic than ever.
And it’s still the best gathering anywhere to hear and enjoy Florida
folk music—the real thing.
I’m talking about Whitey Markle’s boiled peanut pie.
Raiford Starke’s half-breed “Girl from Immokalee,” E.T. Morris’s
“Hurricane Blow,” Dale Crider’s red-wolf howl, the frailing banjo of
Valerie Wisecracker’s “Mouse That Et Orlando,” Hollywood Dave’s
sunken Corvair, Bob Patterson’s river lullabies, and Mike Loren’s
Celtic princess in her cowgirl dress.
Someone send James Hawkins a lifeline before he’s “Swept
Away.” Boomslang is somewhere eating roadkill at the Flamingo
Café. There’re buzzards dancin’ in Chief Billie’s mind and the
Ashley Gang is still doin’ time. Kelly Green’s been down with the
Frank Thomas blues. J. Robert’s out in the mangroves with his
walkin’ shoes. Del Suggs’s wooden boat is travelin’ far offshore
when Bobby Hicks thunders, “Need I say more?”
“I’m Spaniard and I’m Frenchman, and I’m British and
I’m Indian,” Hicks continues. “I’m forest, I’m swampland,
opportunities for all men/Proud as can be
when I roar/I’m Florida, need I say more?
I’m Florida, need I say more!”

Peter B. Gallagher is a Florida journalist and
songwriter who lives in St. Petersburg. He hosts
the Florida Folk Show on WTMB heard worldwide
on www.radiostpete.com and a podcast at www.
floridafolkshow.com, featuring his vast collection of
stories, photographs, videos and artifacts.

To read decades of stories from the FORUM archives,
go to floridahumanities.org/forumarchives.
F L O R I D A H U M A N I T I E S . O R G

Ultra Music Festival
Since 1990, spring in
Jacksonville has meant this big free festival dedicated to the
uniquely American sound of the blues. Featuring regional and
national artists, who play on stages overlooking the Atlantic Ocean.
April 1–3. springingtheblues.com

Pepsi Gulf Coast Jam Festival Panama City hosts this
celebration of country and Southern rock music, set right on the
Gulf of Mexico. June 3–5. Gulfcoastjam.com

Sarasota Music Festival Sarasota Orchestra’s chamber music
celebration selects exceptional faculty from top schools, who
perform with music masters from around the world. The public
can attend rehearsals, master classes and performances. June
5-26. sarasotaorchestra.org/festival

The Fest Venues across Gainesville host dozens of bands in
this punk rock and pop-punk festival (indie rock, metal and ska
acts, too). The organizers even promise “wrestlers and comedy.”
October, 28–30. thefestfl.com

Clearwater Jazz Holiday This event presents dozens
of masters of the beloved American art form in waterfront
Coachman Park. (The festival moved to Baycare Ball Park for social
distancing in 2021.) Oct. 13–16. clearwaterjazz.com

30A Songwriters Festival From cozy cafes to big stages,
top songwriter/singers in many genres perform in venues
along Highway 30A in Walton County, perhaps the state’s most
scenic seaside road. Fans can often meet performers and ask
about their artistic process. Date TBD, likely January 2023.
30Asongwritersfestival.com

BayGrass Bluegrass Festival Cancelled by COVID-19 in
January 2022, this Islamorada event brings bluegrass artists and
lovers to the shores of Florida Bay for a mix of traditional and
next-generation bluegrass. Check Facebook for individual concerts
throughout 2022 and updates on a January 2023 event.
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the

HITMAKER
For 63 years, Miami’s Criteria Studios has recorded some of
the country’s most popular albums and artists.
By Janet Scherberger

I

n 1977, “Hotel California,” the
Eagles classic recorded at Criteria
Studios in Miami, received a
Grammy nomination for Album
of the Year. The album had topped the
charts for eight weeks and would go on
to be the third-best-selling album of
all time. But the band lost the honor to
Fleetwood Mac’s “Rumours,” another
popular mega-success, now ranked
10th top seller in recording history.
Both albums were recorded at Criteria,
a relatively little-known studio in an
unassuming building in North Miami.
The two albums, along with gold and
platinum records from Bob Marley, the
Bee Gees, Britney Spears and many other
familiar names, hang on the walls of the
studio, now in its 63rd year.
On a recent tour, general manager
Trevor Fletcher paused in Studio C. “This
room probably has the most impressive
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lineage,” Fletcher said. “This was where
‘Hotel California’ was done, where parts of
‘Rumours’ was done. Clapton’s ‘461 Ocean
Blvd.,’ Black Sabbath’s ‘Heaven and Hell,’
Jimmy Buffett’s ‘Margaritaville;’ Dr. John’s
‘Right Place, Wrong Time,’ Joe Walsh’s
‘Rocky Mountain Way.’”
Argentinian producer Sebastian Krys,
who recently mixed Latin vocals onto Elvis
Costello songs at Criteria, calls the space
“one of the temples of music.”
“A lot of these old studios, they have a
certain energy about them,” says Krys. “I’m
not too zen when it comes to this kind of
stuff, but you definitely feel something.”
Legendary musicians from the Duke
Ellington Orchestra to James Brown, Bob
Dylan, Gloria Estefan, John Mellencamp and
Britney Spears have created some of their
best-known music in this sacred space.
What started as a one-room building
is now a sprawling 26,000-square-foot
complex that includes seven recording

studios. They range from compact
spaces for writing or recording vocals
to the massive Studio A, where the
Miami Symphony recently recorded a
new score for the second season of a
Telemundo novela.
Criteria opened in 1958, when Mack
Emerman, a trumpet player whose
passion for recording and playing with
jazz musicians had outgrown his home,
converted a one-room building in a quiet
industrial area dotted with pine trees into
a studio.
It took off.
The original space is now a lounge
with low-slung leather chairs, a pool table,
piano and gold and platinum records
hanging on the wall: “Eat a Peach” by the
Allman Brothers, “The History of Eric
Clapton,” “Stayin’ Alive” and “CSN.”
“The story of popular music and the
story of Criteria are joined at the hip,” says
Reynaldo Sanchez, music-industry veteran

A wall of glory at the studio.

2, Florida’s first public television station,
all opened within a few years. At one
point, more than 100 production studios
were in operation. Meanwhile, Jerry
Wexler, co-owner of Atlantic Records, had
discovered the sun and fun. Wexler would
later retire to Sarasota, where he died in
2008. He also discovered Criteria, where
he recorded Aretha Franklin’s “Young,
Gifted and Black.” His recording of James
Brown’s “I Got You (I Feel Good)” became
Criteria’s first gold record.
Wexler introduced the studio to Tom
Dowd, a legendary Atlantic engineer and
producer. Dowd never left, working largely
at Criteria as a freelance producer. (Dowd
appears as a character in the Ray Charles

biopic and the recently released film
“Respect,” which is about Aretha
Franklin.) He brought Derek and the
Dominos to Criteria to write and
record the 1970 release “Layla.”
“Rock’n’roll was taking off. It was
a different style of recording than the
traditional recordings that were done
at RCA studios or Columbia—all big
rooms,” says Sanchez. “Criteria had
a bunch of smaller rooms that were
better for the rock bands. They were
embracing the new sound.”
But Criteria also still had Studio
A. The vast space became popular
with a wave of Latin musicians and
their big orchestras that first hit
Miami in the 1950s and ’60s. Artists

PHOTOS BY JANET SCHERBERGER.

and associate dean at the University of
Miami’s Frost School of Music. “Criteria
got famous because of two things: Atlantic
Records R&B—Aretha Franklin— and the
Jackie Gleason Show.”
Jackie Gleason made news in 1964
by moving his television show from New
York City to Miami Beach, promoting
the area each week as “the sun and fun
capital of the world.” Four years later,
Emerman built Criteria’s Studio A to
accommodate the Jackie Gleason Show
orchestra. Jeep Harned, who had a record
store nearby and would later found MCI
Records, helped customize Criteria’s
recording facilities.
Criteria was among a wave of local
businesses opening in the mid-’60s as the
area cultivated a reputation as a center for
entertainment production. Ace Music, an
industrial-sized music gear store; Ivan
Tors Studio, producer of the TV shows
“Flipper” and “Gentle Ben”; and Channel
General manager Trevor Fletcher
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including Julio Iglesias and Gloria Estefan
recorded at Criteria.
Technical features, though, weren’t
the only draw.
“One of the components was
obviously the fantastic weather, the
beaches, the ocean,” Fletcher says. Bands
also appreciated escaping from label
executives in LA and New York, who
constantly popped into studios to see
what was going on.
“It was a destination,” Fletcher says.
“You could get artists to come down
here away from friends, wives, relatives,
business, whatever, and focus on music.”
So many people creating in the same
space sparked collaborations such as
Duane Allman playing on the “Layla”
sessions and Stephen Stills playing
percussion on the Bee Gees’ “You Should
be Dancing.”
Fletcher grew up at Criteria, hanging
out after school while his mother, who
started working there around 1970,
answered phones. During high school, he
remembers getting kicked out of rooms
because he was playing pinball loudly and
pulling roaches out of ashtrays.
“I did every job in the building. I
started out helping the janitor, I answered
phones, I ran the tape library,” he says.
Now he runs the studio and loads
Criteria’s social media with current video,

vintage photos, and T-shirt Tuesday, when
Fletcher says they work to provide
you can see everyone from Joe Walsh
an environment that fosters creativity,
to Barry Gibb wearing a shirt with the
whether it’s installing pink carpet or
Criteria logo.
creating a different sound profile for each
Fletcher keeps a clear head about his
room. Speakers on springs keep heavy
brushes with celebrity.
bass sounds from vibrating through walls.
“You have these international icons
Rooms with walls that aren’t parallel
that you interact
prevent sound
with, and in their
from bouncing
day-to-day life
back and forth.
“[Miami ] was a destination.
they deal with
A/C units on the
You could get artists to
people who are
roof mounted
super impressed
on hurricane
come down here, away from
with their
stands are set
friends, business, whatever,
celebrity. They
on compression
and focus on the music.”
don’t need that
springs so they
when they come
don’t make any
to the studio.
noise. Colors,
They need someone who’s going to do
lights, fabrics, textures—and even the
a good job, perform a task and doesn’t
staff—are selected to provide a certain
want anything from them,” he says. “At
type of experience.
an early age I learned that you respect
“The room is another instrument,”
these people for their craft, their business
says Fletcher, who started the hashtag
acumen. You provide a service and that’s
#RespectTheRoom.” “Bill Szymczyk
the end of the story.”
the producer of the actual song ‘Hotel
Typically, it’s the artist’s team he gets
California’ has famously said they
to know. An artist doesn’t come to his
recorded that song many times all over the
office to ask for water. “Someone else is
world. They recorded it here in Studio C
going to do that,” Fletcher says.
and said, ‘That’s the one.’”
But he does get to know some artists,
They’re open 24/7 to whoever wants
most recently Diana Krall (“a real classy
to pay the $500-plus per hour to rent
lady”) and Iggy Pop (“a gentleman. Well
a studio. Musicians in different genres,
read”), who recorded an album together
Fletcher says, tend to pick different
with Sebastian Krys.
times of day.

HIT PARADE • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

“I Got You (I Feel Good)”
JAMES BROWN
Criteria Studio’s gold record and James
Brown’s highest-charting song, peaking at
No. 3 in 1965.
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“Stayin Alive”
THE BEE GEES
The single, released in mid-December 1977, moved
to the top of the Billboard Hot 100 in February,
where it stayed for four weeks.

H U M A N I T I E S

WIKIMEDIA IMAGES

“Could You Be Loved”
BOB MARLEY AND THE WAILERS
Released in 1980 on the album “Uprising,”
and included on Bob Marley and the Wailers’
greatest-hits album “Legend.”
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Advertisers start their sessions for
jingles first thing in the morning and are
in and out quickly. (“Because their world
revolves in 30 second and one-minute
increments,” Fletcher says.)
Country artists come in midmorning,
go home in time for dinner and come back
the next day. (“It’s very humane.”)
Rock artists sleep in late and come in
early afternoon, rap artists start at 10 or 11
p.m. and go into the early morning hours,
and jazz musicians like early evenings,
when they’re used to playing.
Although a group of women once
hitchhiked across the country and pitched
a tent across the street hoping for a chance
to see the Bee Gees, a security fence and
controlled access gate keep fans from
harassing artists.
Except that time Justin Bieber
decided to post where he was on social
media. Almost instantly, hundreds of
tweens were surrounding the parking
lot and trying to climb over the fences
as the TMZ helicopter swooped in and
hovered overhead.
“We had to call the police,”
Fletcher says.
Just as the Miami area helped shape
Criteria, the studio has left its mark on
the area.
Musicians, including the Bee Gees
and Szymczyk, moved there, becoming
part of the community. Dowd taught
master classes and helped design studios
at Miami Dade College and the Frost
School of Music.
The industry of course, has
changed dramatically. Not just the
music but the way it’s recorded,
distributed and consumed.
“Back in the day, you would have a
band that would come to the studio to
record and essentially the recording studio
would say, ‘Here’s a bag of money, go
record us a record,’” Fletcher says. “They
would have three or four songs written,
but they’re recording 10 songs, so they
would come in and create, write the song,
bounce ideas off each other, jam, and the
song would evolve organically. It would be
created inside the four walls.”
Now artists do a lot of recording at
home or in significantly smaller studios.
With much less demand, Criteria charges
less per hour than in 1976.
“The moment I could do stuff in my
home studio and then take it to a bigger

The exterior of the North Miami studio.

studio to finish it off, I started doing that.”
says Sanchez, who before becoming a
professor worked for 20 years in the music
industry and still has a production company.
Old reel-to-reel recorders with
the chunky “stop,” play” and “record”
buttons are stowed away and pulled out
on rare occasions. (They were just used
to help restore 50-year-old Bob Marley
tapes recently sent from Jamaica.) Plugs
under the black granite counters allow
MP3s from iPhones to play through the
studio equipment.
The internet has become a virtual
recording studio, allowing people to
collaborate over long distances. Carlos
Rafael Rivera, who won an Emmy for the
score for the TV series “Queen’s Gambit,”
recorded most of it at his home studio in
nearby Doral, sending orchestrations to
Budapest to be recorded there and sent back,
Fletcher says.
Two-hundred-dollar software that
provides infinite tracks on a home computer
has replaced the multi-track machines
and mixers that cost $1 million and were
available for rent only in a studio. It used to
be impossible to edit music at home. Now
you can edit out a truck coming down the
street. Electronic bass music, hip hop and
electronic dance music don’t require a quiet
room until you do the vocals—and even
then, you can just go into a closet.
“Look,” Fletcher says, leading a group of
tourists into Studio F and pointing to tape

labeling one track Pro-Tools 1 and another
Pro-Tools 2. “A perfect example,” he says,
waving his hand across the machine. “Two
faders. You have a 48-channel board,
somebody came in, put their laptop on top
of it and then ran two channels into the
board instead of availing themselves of all
of this.”
What’s next?
Fletcher doesn’t foresee needing to
build another studio, but he continues
to stay on top of the latest technology.
He’s planning a renovation and exploring
three-D sound recording.
And a new crop of music industry
professionals cutting their teeth in the
studio comes from the media-oriented
Full Sail University near Orlando.
Tony Mandilla, a professor at Full Sail
University who also graduated from the
school, went on to work at Criteria.
For anyone who loves music—any kind
of music—moving through those hallowed
halls, seeing wall after wall of gold and
platinum records by Jimmy Buffett and Dr.
John and Bob Dylan and Aerosmith and
Mariah Carey, is inspirational.
“That stuff is still living and
breathing,” Mandilla says. “You walk
in and you know you’re in a special
place and you’re going to come out with
something incredible.”
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New Membership Program

Become a Member.
Explore. Connect. Support.
For more info, contact Membership Coordinator Mara Utterback at
mutterback@flahum.org or 727-873-2002.

ON
LIN
E

Join us for two dynamic public programs this spring
as part of DEMOCRACY REIGNITED, a multi-year civic
engagement initiative created in partnership with
The Village Square
WHEN THE STARS BEGIN TO FALL:
OVERCOMING RACISM AND
RENEWING THE PROMISE
OF AMERICA

with Theodore R. Johnson

the Brennan Center for Justice

REGISTER:

floridahumanities.org/democracy

Thursday, May 19, 2022
7 to 8:30 pm ET, via Zoom
Dr. Justin Gest shares how
America might best adapt to
becoming a majority minority
society without further
threatening our societal cohesion.

Thursday, March 31. 2022
7 to 8:30 pm ET, via Zoom
Drawing on political philosophy and
history, Theodore R. Johnson tells the
Theodore R. Johnson
truth about how racism remains an
Director of the Fellows Program at existential threat to American democracy.

MAJORITY MINORITY

with Dr. Justin Gest

Dr. Justin Gest

Associate Professor of Policy and Government
George Mason University’s Schar School of
Policy and Government

SOUNDTRACK OF OUR STATE

Traveling

Down
theChitlin’

Circuit

COURTESY OF THE BLACK ARCHIVES HISTORY AND RESEARCH FOUNDATION OF SOUTH FLORIDA, INC.,
THE CLYDE KILLENS PAPERS, 1930-1960, VISIT, HTTP://WWW.BAHLT.ORG.

Ocala blues musician Rev. Billy C. Wirtz explores
the Florida clubs and artists that defined Black
music during the days of Jim Crow.

The Marvells, performing on the Florida circuit during the 1960s.
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uddy Waters stepped up
to the mic and spit out the
words, “You can’t lose
what you ain’t never had.”
Otis Spann hit a C major trill on the
piano and somewhere deep inside me,
a switch was thrown.
It wasn’t just the music but the
look as well. Muddy looked like a ruler
from some incredibly cool universe. His
sky-high hair, styled in the chemically
processed “conk” of the time, glimmered
in the late-afternoon sunlight. He wore a
purple sharkskin suit, wraparound shades
and black patent-leather alligator-grain
Beatle boots.
The year was 1968. I was a 14-yearold, middle-class white kid attending
the Smithsonian Folklife Festival in
Washington, D.C. Up until then, I had
wanted to be a park ranger. But after I saw
and heard Muddy, that ambition veered
from the trail and fell off a rocky ledge.
I wanted to be part of a world where
people made music like that, and where
grown men with names like “Muddy” wore
patent-leather, razor-toed, Cuban-heeled
footwear to work.
I bought every book on blues and
soul music that I could find, spent all my
money on albums, worked in record stores
and went to the few concerts I could get
into. I bought a guitar, joined a band and
have devoted the rest of my life to gospel,
blues and roots music.
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COURTESY OF CITY OF GAINESVILLE PHOTO ARCHIVES AND CHARLES STEADHAM / BLADE AGENCY.
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I’ve played it, written about it,
programmed it on my own radio shows
on the East Coast, the West Coast and
places in between, slept on the couches
of blues legends and stayed up after
shows soaking up their stories until
dawn. Some 50 years later, the switch
remains fully in the “on” position.
I’ve traveled down a lot of back
roads in music, but no trip has been as
transformative as my journey through
the history of the Chitlin’ Circuit, an
assortment of nightclubs, dance halls,
juke joints and theaters—mostly located
across the Midwest and Southeast, with
many in Florida—where many now
legendary African American performers
and their audiences could connect
during segregation.
Although it’s thought that the term
“Chitlin’ Circuit” was first used in 1972,
in a Chicago Defender article about Ike
and Tina Turner, the circuit had its heyday

NU

Billy C. Wirtz

from the 1930s through the 1960s.
(The name comes from a soul-food
staple called chitterlings, or chitlins—
pig intestines, boiled then fried.)
The Chitlin’ Circuit provided
musicians of color with safe lodgings and
food and on-the-job training for young
players who showed promise. These
venues were also the explosive incubator
of some of the greatest blues and soul
music ever played.
I was immersed in music for most of
my youth, but it wasn’t until I was 21 years
old that I stepped foot into one of the
Chitlin’ Circuit’s legendary venues—and
it would be a decade later before I
heard the actual term.

LORD, HAVE MERCY!
In 1975, I was visiting friends in
Oakland, California, and Bobby “Blue”
Bland was appearing at Ruthie’s Cafe.
Bland, with his gospel fury mixed with
pimp cool, was my favorite singer at
the time. This was not only because of
his incredible delivery but, like Muddy
Waters, because of his sense of style.
Bland had the two coolest album
covers I had ever seen. One was his debut
album, 1961’s “Two Steps from the Blues,”
which depicts Bland attired in a sharkskin
suit, James Bond wraparound shades and
forest-green crocodile loafers. His conked
hair gleamed with pomade.
The other was 1963’s “Call On Me/
That’s the Way Love Is,” which featured
Bland surrounded by gorgeous Black
women calling him on their rotary

In the 1960s, Mom’s Kitchen, a soul food restaurant in Gainesville, doubled as a music venue
for blues and R&B bands.
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associated with Black Southern culture
and the music to serve with it.
Over the next few years, I began
writing about music, publishing articles
in newspapers and magazines as well
as two books. As I learned about the
evolution of Black music in the later
20th century, the Chitlin’ Circuit kept
appearing in the stories and songs of the
artists who played those venues, some
urban palaces and some juke joints in the
outskirts of small towns.

HEY, MR. DJ
Also prominent in those stories was
a Nashville, Tennessee, radio station.
Following World War II, that single radio
station became responsible for launching
the Southern soul and blues music that
would become the cornbread and butter of
the Chitlin’ Circuit.
In 1948, WLAC, an AM radio station
in Nashville, began programming
Black music. WLAC had a 50,000-Watt
clear channel signal that reached from
Key West to the Midwest and beyond.
It came in loud and clear on car and
transistor radios of young Black (and
soon white) Floridians.
The announcers—who were, in fact,
middle-aged white DJ’s known as the
“50,000-Watt Quartet”—spoke in Black
PHOTO BY ROBERT WHITEFORD, COURTESY CHARLES STEADHAM / BLADE AGENCY.

phones. And this was at a time when
Monday.” When Bland came to the line,
many record labels were still hiding the
“Sunday I go to church, and I kneel down
fact, on the album cover, anyway, that
and pray,” he brought the band’s volume
the artist was Black.
down. Careful not to avoid wrinkling
I had to see Bland in person. So I
the razor-sharp crease in his pants, he
walked into Ruthie’s in East Oakland
reached into his jacket and produced a
and entered a world
monogrammed
far removed from
handkerchief,
Every line Bland sang was
nearby Berkeley and
which he placed
followed by a response
San Francisco.
on the stage floor
The bartender was from the audience.
before kneeling
a light-skinned man
and shouting,
This was no longer a
with an eyepatch and
“Lord have
a ’38 visible on his
mercy!” The show
concert—this was church.
hip. I was one of three
went on for two
white faces in the crowd, but no one cared.
hours and the whole room was on its feet
It was a fashion show as well as musical
and testifying by the time he ended with
event, boasting an entire Georgia swamp
“Turn on Your Lovelight.”
full of alligator-hide footwear dyed into
Ruthie’s was my first visit to the
colors unknown to the rainbow spectrum.
Chitlin’ Circuit. The music, the energy, the
Bland appeared wearing a white suit
church-like response from the audience
and electric-blue snakeskin boots and
made me want to learn more about this
launched into a phenomenal program.
alternate universe.
His voice and demeanor whispered, “I’ll
In 1987, I was hanging out with Bob
Take Care of You” and preached, “Yield
Greenlee in his Sanford-based Kingsnake
Not to Temptation.” The horns and the
Studios, a hotbed of Florida modern blues,
women screamed.
along with several other musicians. We
And every line Bland sang was
were telling stories and I told them about
followed by a response from the audience.
the Bobby Bland shows at Ruthie’s.
This was no longer a concert—this was
An older guitar player said, “Oh, yeah,
church. The First Church of the Snakeskin
that was a Chitlin’ Circuit club.” That
Boot presided over by Rev. Robert Bland.
was the first time I had ever heard the
My favorite moment came during “Stormy
term—the perfect description of a food

Weston Prim and Blacklash traveled the state—and slept in—a converted 1947 Greyhound bus.
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year-round good
weather and wellestablished Black
communities, was
especially fertile
ground and boasted
venues ranging from
the palatial Two Spot
in Jacksonville and
the Cotton Club in
Gainesville to the
Manhattan Casino
in St. Petersburg,
the Harlem Square
Club in Miami and
the Club Eaton in
Eatonville. Rush
estimated that there
were at least three
dozen circuit stops in
the Sunshine State,
with 10 in the Miami
area alone.
I met Irma
Thomas, known as
The Soul Queen of
New Orleans, on
Bill Pinkney’s Original Drifters traveled the Chitlin’ Circuit.
another blues cruise
when she walked into the piano bar
be dangerous after dark. Clubs and
where I was getting ready to perform.
performers had to think about safety and
I joked, “Now, Miss Thomas, my show
even survival.
can be kind of raunchy, and I sure don’t
Several well-known motels and
want to embarrass you.” She shot back:
rooming houses catered to circuit
“Honey, I was raised up on the Chitlin’
performers. The Jackson House in Tampa
Circuit. I don’t shock.”
and the Sun-Glo Motel in Orlando
were two of the better-known safe
and welcoming places. The Club Eaton
HIT THE ROAD, JACK
had rooms on the second floor where
During that cruise, Thomas told
performers could stay.
me a lot about how the circuit worked,
In the days prior to the show, threeincluding why some shows were booked
color Globe posters—the same ones used
at certain times and in certain places.
for pro wrestling cards—were tacked
“We often followed the crops that were
to telephone poles and in windows of
being picked,” she explained. “Somebody
businesses catering to Black clientele.
would rent a hall or fraternal venue and
The circuit was a financial boon
throw a show for the pickers on Saturday
for many Florida towns and their Black
night.”
neighborhoods. You were expected to
Getting to gigs was a challenge in
look sharp at the shows, and Blackthe Jim Crow era, she told me. Before the
owned barbershops and beauty salons,
interstate system was fully developed,
clothing and shoe stores all did a booming
back roads could be confusing, and
business. So did the liquor stores.
musicians depended upon landmarks and
Some artists, like James Brown or
billboards for directions.
Joe Tex, were able to pay a road band and
With WLAC rattling the speakers,
even transport them in buses. Many other
the stars crammed into station wagons
artists relied on a farm team-type system
held together with duct tape and prayers
of local musicians. Prior to performing,
and rode from town to town like Jesse
an artist would send a copy of his or her
James with a horn section.
record to the local music store or radio
Racism was rampant, especially
station and ask for help finding players.
in small rural towns, which could
Since young Black artists usually started
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hipster jive and played nothing but the
latest Black blues and soul. The result was
an auditory grenade that desegregated
American music.
The station launched the careers
of Otis Redding, James Brown, Little
Richard, B.B. King, Aretha Franklin,
Wilson Pickett and countless others.
Airplay on WLAC also helped book many
Black musicians on the top clubs along the
Chitlin’ Circuit.
I first heard WLAC around 1968, and
it was like picking up radio signals from
another planet. Bill “Hossman” Allen was
by far the hippest of the DJs. I memorized
his patter and listened to him every night.
Allen became my musical guru. I would
listen to his show and then order the
records that he played.
Along with his “Soul Show,” Allen
programmed hardcore gospel with
groups like the Suwanee Quintet and
The Caravans. This was the music that
gave birth to soul; virtually every single
popular soul artist began with a quartet
gospel. And I wasn’t the only aspiring
white musician who loved WLAC: Johnny
Winters, Duane Allman, Boz Scaggs and
Robbie Robertson have all told stories of
diggin’ on the Hossman and other DJs.
A few years ago, bass player Franklin
Williams and I conducted a musical
history of the Chitlin’ Circuit at the
Reilly Arts Center in Ocala. Williams,
who has appeared with a long list of blues
legends—his longest stint was with Bill
Pinkney and the Drifters—spoke about
how much WLAC influenced him.
“It was more than just entertainment,”
Williams said. “It was instructional and
vital.” Williams came from a religious
family that did not allow rock and roll
in the house. “I couldn’t bring those
records in, so I would learn the songs off
Hossman’s show on the radio,” he said.
I met Bobby Rush, known as the
King of the Chitlin’ Circuit, when we
were both booked on a Legendary
Rhythm & Blues Cruise, a semiannual
event held on a chartered Holland
America Line ship. He and I appeared
on a panel discussion together.
We’d stay up late after we finished
doing our shows, and his stories held me
spellbound. “WLAC was our version of
YouTube,” he told me. “That’s where all
the hits were being played. It could make
or break an artist on the circuit.”
The Chitlin’ Circuit stretched just
about everywhere, but Florida, with its

SOUNDTRACK OF OUR STATE
playing in church, many backup musicians
came out of local congregations.
I often hear that the music played on
the Southern circuit had a much harder
edge to it than the smoother clubs up
North, and the young church players
certainly added to that intensity.
Most novice musicians were thrilled
to play with a visiting star—for any
paycheck. The musicians’ unions up
North forced bandleaders to pay union
scale. However, down South the rules
didn’t apply. Franklin Williams laughs
when he remembers what he earned for
his first circuit gig: “I was backing up
[soul singer] Joe Hinton and I got paid
two dollars, a six-ounce Coca-Cola and a
bag of potato chips.”
The pay for back-up locals was usually
better than that—but not by much, says
Dr. Charles Beattie, also known as Dr.
Blues. (He’s also a Doctor of Educational
Research and Statistics, with a Ph.D.
from Florida State University.)

Beattie, who has deep roots in the Chitlin’
Circuit, recalls that local players would
happily play for whatever they could get.
“Hell, I was 15 years old and onstage
with [R&B singer] Major Lance doing
‘The Monkey Time.’ Life couldn’t get any
better!” Beattie recalls. (The song, written
by Curtis Mayfield, was recorded by Major
Lance in 1963 and reached the Top 10 on
Billboard’s pop and R&B charts.)
Beattie and I played a festival
weekend in Panama City together
and have remained friends ever since.
A multifaceted person—professor,
business consultant, record-label
founder and godfather of the Carolina
soul sound—Beattie said the circuit
had a profound influence on him as a
musician and a person.
Young musicians would learn life as
well as musical lessons from the older
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players. Beattie remembers one veteran
musician telling him, “When you get your
first paycheck, go buy a nice watch. That
way, if you’re ever stranded or stiffed out
on the road, you can always pawn it for a
bus ticket home.”
“It was a rite of passage,” Beattie
explains. “You were expected to take care
of your gear and your appearance, and the
village elders would be watching to make
sure that all went smoothly. The Chitlin’
Circuit taught me how to be a man.”
In movies like “Animal House,”
Chitlin’ Circuit clubs are depicted
as dangerous places where vice and
violence were rampant. That’s partly
true, but many venues were respected
establishments where performers were
held to a high standard.
“These places were on the up-and-up,
and you had to have your s--t together
and not be up there slacking off, or you
wouldn’t last, period,” says Williams.
Bobby Rush was emphatic when he
told me, “The White and Black press have
always underestimated the power of the
Black clubs. They often paid much better
than the white clubs, both then and now.
I can still go to a juke in Mississippi and
walk out with more than I do playing B. B.
King’s.” (King, who died in 2015, opened
a chain of blues-oriented nightspots
beginning in the 1990s.)
Little Milton, Tyrone Davis, Bobby
Bland and many older blues artists
survived and thrived on the circuit
for years. They understood that the
secret to success was the live act, and
they presented well-rehearsed and
choreographed performances.
“Everyone had some kind of
gimmick, some kind of show routine,”
Franklin explains. “Maybe some comedy
or skits that would enhance the act. In
my bands I did the Buzzard Dance and
Camel Walk.”
A great show could fill the house,
especially when promoted in advance
by radio play. According to Franklin,
the absolute top draw on the Florida
circuit during the late 1950s and
1960s was Gainesville’s Lavell
Kamma and the 100-Hour Counts
Orchestra.
“It all came down to the show,
and he always blew the doors
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Posters in Florida’s Black neighborhoods and
shops advertised upcoming shows.
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off the place,” Franklin remembers.
“They’d line up around the block to see
Lavell’s show, 10 players, go-go girls, the
whole deal.”
Benny Lattimore, a blues singer,
songwriter and piano player who was
on the blues-cruise panel with Bobby
Rush and me, says musicians on the
circuit enjoyed friendly camaraderie
and competition. “The headliner would
often tell the other acts, ‘Warm ’em up
and then you go home; there won’t be
anything left when I’m done,’” he says.
Lattimore remembers shows on the
circuit as being some of the best of his
career, including incredible packages
featuring Johnny Guitar Watson, Ben E.
King and Sam Cooke on the same bill at
the Harlem Square in Miami. A standout
memory: playing circuit shows with
the Isley Brothers when they featured a
young Jimi Hendrix on guitar.

CHANGE IS GONNA COME

COURTESY OF CHARLES STEADHAM / BLADE AGENCY AND JOHNNY MOORE, SR.

Music always changes, and in
the 1970s the advent of disco caused
a major upheaval. Live-music clubs
struggled to compete but the new places

with canned music and an
integrated clientele proved
to be too much for many.
And as Black
performers were finally
allowed, and then courted,
by white venues, the
Chitlin’ Circuit became
part of the past—a past
that many prefer not to
revisit. But the circuit,
sordid as its reasons
for existing were, lives
on in the memories of
many who traveled it as a
place of great fellowship,
entertainment—and most
of all, music.
The author with Benny Lattimore.
Just as New Orleans
is credited as the home
Circuit was African-Americans making
of jazz, the Chitlin’ Circuit was the
something beautiful out of something
birthplace of another great American
ugly, whether it’s making cuisine out of
genre. On these stages, the rhythm
hog intestines or making world-class
sections began emphasizing that gospel
entertainment despite being excluded
backbeat, singers started to testify, and
from all of the world-class venues, all of
rhythm and blues became soul.
the fancy white clubs and all the firstAs Preston Lauderbach wrote in
rate white theaters.”
his 2012 book The Chitlin’ Circuit and
I’ve heard a lot of amazing stories
the Road to Rock ‘n’ Roll, “The Chitlin’
during my journey along the Chitlin’
Circuit, but my favorite came from
Charles Beattie. He said his baby sister
Geneva was going through a rough time,
and when her favorite entertainer came
to town, he asked the visiting headliner
if he could swing by her house just a
block away from the venue.
“We pulled up to the house and I
coaxed her out of her bedroom to go
say hi to someone in the car out front,”
Beattie recounts. “She grudgingly
agreed, and moments later, I heard her
making a serious fuss on the sidewalk.
She was squealing and jumping up and
down like a kid on Christmas morning.
There, standing by the car, arms
outstretched and waiting for a hug,
stood the man of her dreams.”
In what may have been one of the
sweetest moments ever to occur on
the Florida circuit, Christina Beattie
will never forget the day she hugged
Otis Redding.

Little Jake (at the mic) and the Blenders at Sarah’s Place in Gainesville in 1962.
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Rev. Billy C. Wirtz has written many
articles on music and culture and is the
author of the book, Red-Headed Geek:
My Brief and Painful Career as a ‘Rasslin’
Manager. His show, “The Rhythm Revival,”
broadcasts Fridays from 3 p.m-6 p.m. on
WMNF in Tampa.
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James Weldon Johnson

SOUNDTRACK OF OUR STATE

Lift EveryVoice
and Sing

Jacksonville’s multi-faceted James Weldon Johnson wrote the stirring
hymn that has become a part of American life.
By Craig Pittman

O

n a warm and wet
September evening last
year, the first football
game of 2021 was about to
start. The two teams lined up on the
field at Raymond James Stadium, each
in their respective end zones—the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers on one side,
the Dallas Cowboys on the other.
Before the National Anthem, they
listened to a different song, one that
some call the Black National Anthem. It
was a live rendition by the Florida A&M
University’s Concert Choir of “Lift Every
Voice and Sing.”
This was far from the first NFL game
to feature the song. The NFL played an
Alicia Keys recording of it before the start
of all of its Week 1 games during the 2020
season, as well as ahead of Super Bowl LV
and the draft in April.
The place where the anthem means
the most, though, is Jacksonville, the
Florida town where it was written and first
performed more than a century ago.
Lift every voice and sing
Till earth and heaven ring
Ring with the harmonies of Liberty…
The author of those stirring words was
a Florida man, and a remarkable one.
The list of professions that James
Weldon Johnson held is lengthy. In
addition to being a songwriter, he was
an educator, a novelist, a poet, a lawyer,
a baseball pitcher, a diplomat and a civil
rights activist. And he did all that as a
Black man navigating a post-Civil War
world set up to extend white supremacy.
“He was a Renaissance man,” says Liz
McDonald McCoy, executive director at
F L O R I D A H U M A N I T I E S . O R G

the Friends of James Weldon Johnson Park.
Creating a park in his honor is one of the
ways his native city has honored its most
famous resident in recent years.
Johnson was born in 1871 in the Duval
County town of La Villa, later annexed by
Jacksonville. His father was the headwaiter
at a hotel and pastor of a small church. His
mother was the daughter of the first Black
man elected to the Bahamian legislature,
and she had become the vice principal of
the segregated Stanton School. Johnson
attended Stanton until he was 16. He had
one brother, John Rosamond Johnson, who
he referred to by his middle name, and an
adopted sister.
Johnson’s father taught his children
Spanish, which helped when he let a Cuban
exchange student stay with the family.
When the teenaged Johnson took the train
to Atlanta University, the exchange student
went along. A conductor was ready to evict
them from the “whites-only” section of the
train until he heard them speaking Spanish
to each other. That was Johnson’s first
encounter with racism.
In Atlanta, Johnson became a star
pitcher for the university baseball team,
a prize-winning orator and a skilled
woodworker. When he graduated, he
was offered a scholarship to Harvard,
but he turned it down to return home to
Jacksonville and become the principal of
his alma mater. He pushed for the school to
add high school classes, making it the first
high school in Florida to provide classes for
Black students.
In 1895 he founded the Daily American,
Florida’s first African-American newspaper.
In 1897, without ever setting foot in a law
school, he passed the Florida Bar, becoming
the first Black Floridian to do so.

Then, in 1900, for a celebration of
Abraham Lincoln’s birthday, he penned
the inspirational poem “Lift Every
Voice and Sing.” His musically inclined
brother, Rosamond, composed the tune
to turn those lyrics into an anthem.
***
Johnson was not a fan of anthems.
He often heard them in church, and even
ones written by his brother stirred his
dislike. In his 1933 autobiography, Along
This Way, he joked that “it would not be
gross injustice to give the composers of
most anthems written for church choirs
a light jail sentence for each offense.” But
this one was born of necessity.
Johnson was scheduled to give
a speech for Lincoln’s birthday. He
thought about writing a poem about
Lincoln, too. But he couldn’t compose
both in the short time available before
the ceremony, he confessed in his
autobiography.
Then he had the idea of writing
a song, to be sung by a Stanton
children’s choir. An anthem, in fact,
with lyrics by him and music by
his brother. The two had no great
ambitions for the song, he wrote later.
They regarded it as “an incidental
effort, an effort made under stress and
with no intention other than to meet
the needs of a particular moment.”
After that famous opening—which
he judged “not a startling line”—
Johnson continued on “grinding out the
next five.” Then he came to the end of
that stanza, where it says, “Sing a song
full of the faith that our dark past has
taught us/Sing a song full of the hope
that the present has brought us.”
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At that point, he wrote later, “the
spirit of the poem had taken hold of me.”
He turned the first stanza over to his
brother to compose the music while he
kept going on the next two. As he paced
back and forth, “I could not keep back
the tears, and I made no effort to do so,”
Johnson wrote. “I was experiencing the
transport of the poet’s ecstasy.”
Finishing the lyrics gave him a feeling
of “contentment—that sense of serene
joy—which makes artistic creation the
most complete of all human experiences.”
Rosamond jotted down the musical
score and then contacted a publisher he
knew in New York to get it copyrighted
and printed. Then the copies went to the
children’s choir members to memorize.
“A choir of 500 schoolchildren at the
segregated Stanton School, where James
Weldon Johnson was principal, first
performed the song in public,” the NAACP
notes on its website.
This should have been a time of
triumph for both brothers. Instead, they
soon left their native city, driven out by a
near-death experience.

treating Blacks fairly, was a smoking ruin,
and its streets were full of armed white
strangers. They saw only his skin color.
A female journalist from the North
came to visit the burned-out town. She
had written a story about the fire and
wanted Johnson’s opinion about the piece.
Johnson met with her in a riverfront park.
She was Black, with lighter skin than
Johnson’s darker complexion.
As they talked, Johnson wrote later,
he became aware of men yelling and
dogs snuffling around nearby. Uneasy,
the pair got up and started back toward
downtown—only to be stopped by armed
men in uniform. A streetcar conductor
had reported seeing Johnson, a Black man,
consorting with someone who appeared to
be a white woman.
“They seize me,” Johnson wrote
in his autobiography. “They tear my
clothes and bruise my body, all the while
calling to their comrades, ‘We got ’im!’”
Meanwhile, Johnson wrote, he could hear
the crowd yelling things like, “Kill the
black son of a bitch!”

Johnson was released.
At first, Johnson was ecstatic about
escaping his predicament. When he got
home, the only person he told about
what happened was his brother, who
was horrified. Only then did Johnson
fully appreciate the horror himself. The
memory didn’t recede after one night.
“For weeks and months, the episode
preyed on my mind and disturbed me in
my sleep,” he wrote. “Shortly after the
happenings just related, Rosamond and I
decided to get away from Jacksonville as
quickly as possible.”
***
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They traveled to New York, where
the pair composed hundreds of songs
for Broadway shows. One of those songs,
“Under the Banyan Tree,” was performed
40 years later by Judy Garland and
Margaret O’Brien in the movie “Meet Me
in St. Louis.” They helped to ignite the
Harlem Renaissance that later would bring
to prominence Zora Neale Hurston and
Langston Hughes.
Johnson became
treasurer of the Colored
***
Republican Club in New
It happened in the wake
York and wrote songs
of Jacksonville’s Great Fire
that advocated for the
of 1901, explains Dr. Wayne
election of his fellow New
Wood, historian at large for the
York Republican, Teddy
Jacksonville Historical Society.
Roosevelt. That, according
A spark from a small woodto Jacksonville activist and
burning stove caught some
former senator Tony Hill,
Spanish moss on fire as it dried
led Roosevelt, as president,
outside a mattress factory. Over
to appoint Johnson as the
the next eight hours the blaze
United States consul to
spread through 146 city blocks,
Venezuela, in effect making
destroying more than 2,000
him the ambassador. Three
buildings, killing seven people,
years later, Roosevelt’s
and leaving almost 10,000 people Atlanta University Quartet, class of 1894. James Weldon Johnson, far right.
successor, William Howard
homeless.
Taft, named him to fill the
Johnson tried to convince the
same role in Nicaragua.
“As the rushing crowd comes yelling
white firefighters to save the Stanton high
While he was a diplomat, Johnson
and cursing, I feel that death is bearing in
school, Wood said. After all, the school
married Grace Nail, the light-skinned
upon me,” Johnson wrote later.
was big enough to house Black families
daughter of a wealthy Black real estate
Before he could become one of
who were burned out of their homes.
magnate from New York. “Her delicate
the 4,400 Black Americans who were
But the firefighters, looking dazed by the
patrician beauty stirred something in
lynched between 1877 and 1945, though,
scope of the blaze, ignored his pleas and
me that had never been touched before,”
an officer intervened. He placed Johnson
let the building burn, Wood says.
he wrote of his first sight of her. After
under arrest and took him to the provost
In the wake of the fire, Jacksonville
they wed, she learned Spanish and
marshal of the town. The provost marshal
had no civil authority. Instead, militias
joined him in civil rights advocacy, as
happened to be a member of the Florida
from all over the South converged on
well as serving as a hostess for cultural
Bar and recognized Johnson as a fellow
the city to impose martial law. Suddenly
gatherings in their home. They had no
attorney. He believed Johnson when he
the city where Johnson was known and
children and remained a devoted couple
said the journalist was not legally white.
recognized, the city with a reputation for
until his death.

IMAGE COURTESY OF YOUTUBE

Kirk Franklin and his choir performed a moving rendition of Johnson’s anthem in 2020.

Diplomacy left Johnson time
to write, and in 1912 he published
anonymously a provocative novel titled
The Autobiography of an Ex-Colored
Man. For its narrator, Johnson created
a light-skinned biracial man who, after
witnessing a lynching, makes the choice
to pass for white. He republished it in
1927 under his own name, and it caused
a sensation.
That was the same year he also
published a poetry collection called God’s
Trombones, in which he finds rhythmic
beauty in the language of Black preachers
delivering sermons. Both books remain in
print to this day.
In 1916, Johnson left the world of
diplomacy for the field of advocacy. He
became a field secretary for NAACP, which
at the time was a white-led civil rights
group based solely in Northern states. He
expanded the organization into the South,
adding thousands of new members, and
advocated for a federal anti-lynching law.
He also organized more than 10,000
marchers in the NAACP’s Silent Protest
Parade of 1917. The march became
“the first major street protest staged
against lynching in the U.S.,” according
to historian Anthony Siracusa of the
University of Mississippi.
In 1920, Johnson became the
NAACP’s first Black executive secretary,
cementing Black control of the civil
rights group. He used that position
to fight against segregation and voter
disenfranchisement.
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After a decade leading the NAACP, he
resigned to teach creative writing at Fisk
University in Nashville. In 1934, Johnson
became the first Black professor at New
York University. It was his last first. He
died in 1938 at the age of 67 when he was
riding in a car driven by his wife when the
car was hit by a train. He was killed and
she was seriously injured.
But his anthem, the one he wrote four
decades earlier with his brother, lives on.
***
First came the children—the 500
Jacksonville youngsters who memorized
all the words.
Although both Johnsons left town
the following year, “the schoolchildren
of Jacksonville kept singing it,” Johnson
wrote in his autobiography. “Some of them
went off to other schools and kept singing
it; some of them became schoolteachers
and taught it to their pupils.”
The song spread like the wildfire
that had scorched so much of Johnson’s
hometown.
“Within 20 years, the song was
being sung in schools and churches and
on special occasions throughout the
South,” Johnson recounted “In traveling
round, I have commonly found printed or
typewritten copies of the words pasted in
the backs of hymnals and the songbooks
used in Sunday schools, YMCAs and
similar institutions.”
In 1929, the NAACP officially
adopted it as the “Negro National

Hymn,” giving it an official role in
marches, graduations and celebrations.
It is routinely sung as part of Martin
Luther King Day ceremonies.
If you search YouTube, there are
versions by Ray Charles, Aretha Franklin,
Melba Moore (featuring Dionne Warwick,
Anita Baker and Stevie Wonder, among
others), an a cappella solo by John
Legend, a soulful duet by Al Green and
Deniece Williams. As part of her popular
“Homecoming” concert at Coachella,
Beyoncé sang it. Perhaps the most moving
version is one recorded in 2020 by gospel
guru Kirk Franklin and his choir.
And now the NFL, under fire for its
racial disparity in hiring and promotions,
has made it a part of televised football
games, spreading a song commonly
known among the Black community to
white audiences who are likely not as
familiar with its soaring rhetoric. The
release of former Buccaneers head coach
Jon Gruden’s racist, misogynist emails
guarantee the song will be around for at
least another year.
The song is so potent that in 2021, U.S.
Rep. James Clyburn, D-S.C., filed a bill
that would declare it to be the national
hymn for every American. If passed, the
bill would put Johnson’s song on the same
level as the “Star Spangled Banner” in the
hope it would help unite the country after
centuries of racial turmoil.
“Nothing that I have done,” Johnson
wrote, “has paid me back so fully in
satisfaction as being the part creator of
this song.”
Native Floridian Craig Pittman for
decades covered environmental issues for
the Tampa Bay Times, winning state and
national awards. He
writes a weekly column
for the Florida Phoenix
and co-hosts the
popular “Welcome to
Florida” podcast. He is
the author of six books,
including The New York
Times bestseller Oh,
Florida! How America’s
Weirdest State
Influences the Rest of
the Country, and the new The State You’re
In: Florida Men, Florida Women, and Other
Wildlife. In 2020, he was declared a Florida
Literary Legend by the Florida Heritage
Book Festival.
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By Bob Kealing

S

ince 1969, four iconic bands have ruled American classic rock, their songs on
a perpetual loop via FM and satellite radio. Each band includes two guitarists
with deep Florida roots, supplying the gold and platinum riffs. Those eight
artists make a compelling case for Florida as an incubator of great American
classic rock guitarists. That’s not to mention many others from the Sunshine State
who have also left a mark in noteworthy groups as solo acts or session players.
In order of their band’s
better and better amplifiers, could
appearance, here’s the honor roll of
steal the show.
Florida’s Eight Great rock guitarists:
In the 1930s and ’40s, electric
Duane Allman and Dickie Betts of the
guitars started appearing in blues,
Allman Brothers Band in 1969; Bernie
jazz, and gospel records. An unlikely
Leadon and Don Felder of The Eagles
electric guitar influence on future
in 1971; Gary Rossington and Allen
rockers like Chuck Berry, Carl Perkins
Collins of Lynyrd Skynyrd in 1973; and
and Elvis Presley was Sister Rosetta
Tom Petty and Mike Campbell of Tom
Tharpe, nicknamed by NPR “The
Petty and the Heartbreakers in 1977.
Godmother of Rock and Roll.” Mixing
Each one is a member of the Rock &
gospel and secular themes in songs that
Roll Hall of Fame.
were daring for the time like “Rock Me,”
Often those four bands’ music
the African-American Tharpe pioneered
may be broad-brushed as
the use of distortion. By 1938 she
“Southern Rock.” In truth, they
had appeared in New York City’s
represent multiple, era-defining
Cotton Club. By the 1950s Tharpe
genres: country rock at its
toured America and Europe with
commercial peak; stretched-out,
a female partner, blazing another
sophisticated jam-band blues
trail through her open sexuality.
rock; and straight-ahead,
In the 1950s Berry made
hit-making rock and roll,
the electric guitar a star,
with relatable lyrics, savvy as
bringing it to the forefront of
Sunset Boulevard via earthy,
his catchy, danceable music.
backwoods Florida.
Berry’s opening riff to “Johnny
1952 Les Paul “Goldtop” B. Goode” is among the most
The first electric guitar
was designed by George
famous and recognizable in
Beauchamp in 1931. Innovators
rock-and-roll history. You might
including Adolf Rickenbacker, Leo Fender
remember Michael J. Fox miming Berry’s
and Les Paul perfected the process by
playing in the film, “Back to the Future.”
which the instrument was played and
Berry’s stage antics, such as lifting the guitar
heard. The results were revolutionary.
over his head when he played, were copied by
Previously, acoustic guitars were most
such 1960s luminaries as Jimmy Hendrix.
often strummed as rhythm instruments,
But it took something unlikely and
with their soft sounds relegated to the
non-musical to bring the electric guitar
background. Electrified guitars, with their
gods and classic rock to much larger
dynamic, pulsating sound pumped up by
audiences. An era of expansion in the
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National Basketball Association in 1966
and the National Hockey League in 1967
necessitated a building boom of sports
arenas, including the Forum in Los
Angeles and Madison Square Garden
in New York City. On off nights, these
massive venues could generate revenue
hosting rock concerts. The so-called
arena rock era began with major acts like
the Doors and Cream, who could play to
18,000 fans in these cavernous, climatecontrolled halls and make as much in one
night as during a week of medium-sized
theater shows.
Topping the roster of our Eight Great
Florida guitarists is Duane Allman, raised
in Daytona Beach Shores. Voted by Rolling
Stone magazine as the No. 2 Rock and Roll
Guitarist of All Time, behind only Jimi
Hendrix, Allman devoured the music of
blues legends like Muddy Waters and B.B.
King. Allman often jammed with Black
artists around Daytona Beach at a time
when segregation was the norm.
His formidable guitar counterpart in
the Allman Brothers, singer-songwriter
Dickie Betts from West Palm Beach,
contributed his own countrified style

WIKIMEDIA

How a star-studded group of Florida guitar
masters electrified rock-and-roll.

of

Rolling Stone magazine named Florida’s Duane
Allman the No. 2 greatest rock guitarist of all time.

ALAMY STOCK

Rock
Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers in Chicago on February 7, 2008.

in songs like, “Rambin’ Man.” Often
overshadowed by Allman, Betts became
an invaluable part of the Allman Brothers,
writing some of their best-known hits.
Their earliest acclaim came with the
1971 release of “Live at Fillmore East,”
which featured Allman’s extended,
ethereal slide-guitar jams. Spin magazine
proclaimed it the greatest live recording
of all time.
Allman’s playing drew interest from
England’s own pioneering arena rocker,
Eric Clapton, whose band Cream in 1968
was the first rock act to play Madison
Square Garden. In 1970, after the two
recorded Clapton’s “Derek and the
Dominos” album at Criteria Studios in
Miami (see “The Hitmaker,” page 30),
Clapton was so impressed he tried to hire
Allman. “We cut a really super album

F L O R I D A H U M A N I T I E S . O R G

together,” Allman wrote in a letter home.
“I’m really up in the air right now.” After
agonizing over how the increase in pay
Clapton promised could improve his
family’s life, Allman ended up turning
down Clapton’s offer.
Bernie Leadon, son of a University
of Florida professor, came of age in the
Sunshine State’s garage-band scene of
the mid-1960s. After moving out West,
he sought his fortune in the nascent
country-rock scene, most notably with the
Flying Burrito Brothers. Leadon joined a
backup band for Tex-Mex-musician Linda
Ronstadt. The back-up players—Leadon,
Glenn Frey, Don Henley and Randy
Meisner—soon realized they had the
collective talent to strike out on their own.
With Ronstadt’s blessing, they did, and in
1971, the Eagles was born. Leadon was just

as comfortable with a banjo on stage as
an electric guitar. The Eagles’ good-time,
laid back sound embodied in songs like
Jackson Browne’s “Take it Easy” brought
them instant success in Vietnam Warweary America.
By 1974, as the popularity of country
rock was waning, Leadon recruited his
Gainesville garage-band buddy and coworker at Lipham Music, Don Felder, to
give the Eagles’ sound a harder, rock edge.
The pinnacle of their success came in 1975
with the release of “Eagles Their Greatest
Hits,” the greatest-selling album of all
time, with 45 million units sold as of 2020,
edging out Michael Jackson’s “Thriller.”
Leadon left the Eagles that same
year, and Felder helped feed the band’s
new era of arena-rock dominance, in 1977
co-writing the title track of its Grammy-
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winning album “Hotel California.” With
singles like “Life in the Fast Lane,” the
album personified the cocaine-fueled
hedonism emblematic of Southern
California in the late 1970s. When it
came time to play live the daunting
array of guitar sounds represented on
the album, Felder chose to use a white
double-necked Gibson electric guitar—
one neck with six strings, the other with
12. It became his signature look on stage.
The iconic instrument was featured in a
2019 Metropolitan Museum of Art guitar
exhibit in New York called “Play it Loud.”
Childhood friends Gary Rossington
and Allen Collins grew up on the tough
streets of West Jacksonville. In Lynyrd
Skynyrd, the two guitar players forged a
distinctive Southern rock sound, relatable
to people struggling with everyday life.
Their songs, “Free Bird,” “Simple Man”
and “Sweet Home Alabama” are among
the most played and cherished of the
genre. Collins’ precise, blistering guitar
From left, Lynyrd Skynrd’s Allen Collins, Ronnie Van Zant and Gary Rossington.
solo in “Free Bird” consistently ranks as
among the best of the classic rock era.
For the band’s leader, lyricist and hardThe Stones and other British bands
their repertoire, Skynyrd’s guitar army
drinking brawler Ronnie Van Zant, who
inspired many other young musicians
electrified a festival crowd of 100,000
was born and raised in Jacksonville,
across Florida and America. Two days
in Knebworth, England. Most in the
Florida, two lead guitarists weren’t
before Van Zant saw the Stones in
audience, including Paul McCartney and
enough. He recruited Calfornian Ed King
1965, Keith Richards had written their
David Gilmour of Pink Floyd, were there
from the hippie-trippy 1960s band, the
defining megahit “Satisfaction” at the
to see the Rolling Stones.
Strawberry Alarm Clock, and Skynyrd’s
Fort Harrison Hotel in Clearwater. The
Van Zant had long idolized the Stones.
triple-lead-guitar army was set.
song’s opening riff, which Richards said
On May 8, 1965, when he was 17, he saw an
In 1973 Skynyrd was known primarily
early Rolling Stones show at the Coliseum in came to him in a dream, is arguably the
on the circuit of Southern clubs within
Jacksonville. At the time, he and Rossington most recognizable of any 1960s rock
driving distance of Jacksonville. Producer
song. During their early appearances
were talented American Legion baseball
Al Kooper plied his connections to
in America, the Rolling Stones and the
players still considering the possibility
give them their first big break. Pete
Beatles set off a mushroom cloud of
of pursuing the sport professionally. The
Townsend, The
collective realization among Florida
concert had a
Who’s visionary
profound influence. youth that the electric guitar was their
lead guitarist and
passport to coolness.
“Ronnie was blown
Lynyrd Skynyrd wrote
songwriter, asked
Tom Petty was a Florida kid whose
away by the Rolling
their biggest hit, “Sweet
Kooper if he knew
life was never the same after seeing the
Stones,” said friend
Home Alabama,” on the
of any hot young
Rick Doeschler, who Beatles on “The Ed Sullivan Show.” For
bands that could
wasn’t old enough to the Gainesville eighth grader, who was
shores
of
Peter
Creek
in
open for them
drive but grabbed a not into sports, hunting or fishing and not
Clay County.
on an upcoming
much of a joiner in school, buying his first
ride with Van Zant
American tour.
guitar and forming a band gave him the
in his red Mustang.
Kooper suggested
social structure he’d never had. But it also
At the Stones
Skynyrd, and the band readily accepted.
sparked conflict. Petty had violent clashes
concert in England, the stage had been
While initially intimidated by the huge
with his crew-cut, insurance-salesman
outfitted with a long, wide tongue jutting
venues and crowds, Van Zant asserted
out at the center, which Mick Jagger forbade father, Earl, over the length of his hair and
his cocksure nature. Night after night, he
his passion for rock and roll.
any of the opening acts to use. During the
told his band their goal was to kick The
For six years, Petty enjoyed regional
rousing guitar jam at the end of “Free Bird,”
Who’s ass in performance, regardless of
success playing Beatles’ cover songs in
as if flipping the bird to Jagger, Van Zant
their headlining status. That tour fueled
garage bands like the Sundowners and
marched his guitarists mid-jam, right down
Skynyrd’s steady rise to national fame.
the center of the tongue. Skynyrd had come the Epics alongside Bernie Leadon’s little
In 1976, with the top-10 hit
brother, lead guitarist, Tom Leadon.
full-circle on rock-star dreams ignited back
“Sweet Home Alabama” now in
In 1970, Petty met a shy University of
home during the British Invasion.
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that helped make it their first Top 40 hit.
cut, 9-to-5 musicians nicknamed “The
By 1979 when they had their breakthrough
Swampers.” There he contributed to
album, “Damn the Torpedoes,” the duo
landmark recordings by Aretha Franklin,
had endured a decade of hardships to
Percy Sledge and Wilson Pickett. In
become bonafide rock stars. The reserved
the spring of 1969, Allman travelled to
Campbell was comfortable in Petty’s
Jacksonville and met up with musicians
shadow, providing
from a hot local band,
riffs to the band’s
The Second Coming.
most beloved songs
After a legendary jam
Tom Petty auditioned
like, “Refugee,”
in a Victorian hippie
guitarist Mike Campbell at
“The Waiting,”
crash pad known
and the instantlysimply as “The Gray
a dilapidated farm house
recognizable,
House,” Allman knew
in Alachua County.
“Runnin’ Down
this was it. On the
a Dream.”
spot, he issued an
Despite their
ultimatum: “Anyone
different styles and stories, the Florida
who doesn’t want to be in my band is
Eight all shared enormous talent and a
gonna have to fight his way out of here.”
determination to achieve success. In their
He called his brother Gregg to come
formative years, the young musicians
back from Los Angeles to be the singerspent most of their time jamming and
songwriter for this formidable lineup that
playing gigs at youth centers, fraternity
included two drummers, one Black and
houses, backyard utility sheds, and even
one white. In spring 1969, the original
a rented cabin in Clay County without
Allman Brothers Band was born. Gregg
air conditioning the Skynyrd boys
Allman started writing some of the band’s
nicknamed, “Hell House.” When record
iconic songs like “Dreams” and “Whipping
executives came calling, these wannabe
Post” in the Gray House. In honor of the
rock stars were ready with original songs
legendary jam and songs written there, the
and a burning passion to play them live
Gray House is now a Florida Heritage Site.
and loud. For most, there was no Plan B.
Certainly Lynyrd Skynyrd personified
The leaders of these
the Southern Rock mold, but like the
Florida-centric bands—
Allmans, they showed a more progressive
Petty, Allman and Van
side. In the song “Saturday Night Special,”
Zant especially—had
Van Zant decried the danger of cheap
something else in
handguns: “Ain’t good for nothin,’ but
common: an unshakable
put a man six feet in a hole.” Lyrics aside,
certainty of purpose
he did enjoy hunting small game with his
and understanding
own .22 pistol.
of their own unique
Their biggest hit, “Sweet Home
identity. Nonetheless,
Alabama,” actually written on the shores
some misguided record
of Peters Creek in Clay County, Florida, is
company big shots tried
not necessarily the homage some believe it
to force-feed them lousy
to be. In a reference to Alabama’s one-time
songs and dress them in
segregationist Governor, George Wallace,
ridiculous outfits. The
Van Zant wrote, “In Birmingham they love
most glaring example was
the Gov’na.” Immediately after, as a show
packaging the Allmans in a
of what some commentators have called
contrived group known as
derision, backup singers add, “Boo, boo,
The Hour Glass. It lasted
boo.” Still, it’s hard to overlook Skynyrd’s
two torturous years from
years-long use of the Confederate Flag in
1967 to 1968, until Duane
live shows and merchandising.
Allman smashed the Hour
According to band members, it was
Glass by walking out.
their record company MCA’s idea to use
Allman cleansed his
the Confederate battle flag, not theirs.
rock-and-roll soul in
In a 2018 retrospective article, Rolling
Muscle Shoals, Alabama,
Stone magazine took issue with that
gaining minimal
justification, pointing out that Skynyrd
employment from
allowed its use as, “an integral part of
legendary producer Rick
their visual iconography, letting it appear
Hall as a hippie session
on T-shirts, caps, belt buckles and ceramic
player among cleanmugs until 2012.”
PHOTOGRAPH BY RED SLATER

Florida student, Mike Campbell. At a
dilapidated farm house in Alachua County,
he auditioned Campbell’s roommate
on drums, then asked Campbell to play
something on his cheap Japanese guitar.
Petty liked to recount how Campbell had
to be coaxed into the room.
From the look on Petty’s face, it
was clear he didn’t expect much—until
Campbell ripped into “Johnny B. Goode.”
Soon after, Petty convinced Campbell
to drop out of school to begin pursuing
their dream full time. They embarked
on writing their own songs. They named
their new band Mudcrutch, after the
hardscrabble rural property where they
lived, and they earned $100 playing six
nights a week at Dubs, a local steakhouse
and strip joint. In 1974 Petty, Campbell
and Mudcrutch headed west to pursue
rock star dreams. Lean years followed, as
they struggled to come up with the right
look and sound. Bandmates came and
went, but Campbell stayed.
In 1976, Petty’s producer Denny
Cordell renamed the band Tom Petty
and The Heartbreakers, with Petty and
Campbell principal songwriters. It was
what Campbell called “a throwaway lick”
that he added to their song “Breakdown”

Tom Petty with Mike Campbell in Gainesville.
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death to a heroin overdose. “Howie was
never not a Heartbreaker,” Tom Petty, who
would himself die of an accidental drug
overdose at the age of 66 in 2017, wrote in
a Rolling Stone magazine eulogy. “He just
couldn’t do it anymore.”
Tragically early in his career, Duane
Allman’s love of fast motorcycles and
living on the edge brought his rising
star crashing to earth. In October 1971 a
tractor-trailer turned into a lumber yard
just down a hill Allman was cresting. To
avoid hitting the rig, Allman laid down
his bike and slid, incurring massive and
ultimately fatal internal injuries. He was
just 24. In an eerie coincidence, the band’s
beloved bassist Berry Oakley died in a
motorcycle accident the following year, in
close proximity to where Allman met his
fate. Despite two devastating losses, the
Allman brothers soldiered on to an era of
major success with the 1972 double album
“Eat a Peach.”
On October 17, 1977, the members of
Lynyrd Skynyrd were out promoting a
strong new album, “Street Survivors.” A
series of rare photos shows band members
signing autographs at the Altamonte
Springs Mall just north of Orlando. They
played the Lakeland Civic Center the
following night. One of the album’s most
memorable songs, “That Smell,” included
Ronnie Van Zant’s commentary on their
ALAMY STOCK

Of all these bands and their leaders,
wasn’t done fighting. When MCA raised
Tom Petty stuck his neck out most, in
the retail price of his follow-up album,
his case, to regain control of lucrative
“Hard Promises,” he protested on behalf
publishing rights to his music. In 1979,
of keeping his music affordable, and once
on the cusp of finishing “Damn the
again, he prevailed.
Torpedoes,” Petty refused to release the
The following decade, when he
album. After his label, Shelter Records,
released the song that’s often most
was bought out
closely-associated with
by MCA, Petty
his ethos, “I Won’t
A sad commonality
grew unhappy
Down,” anyone
among these iconic classic Back
with terms of the
who had followed Tom
rock bands with deep
arrangement and
Petty over the years
declared he would
knew damn well he
Florida roots is tragedy.
not be “bought and
meant it. The song
sold like a piece of
was so uncomfortably
meat.” This move in a cutthroat business
autobiographical that Petty said he almost
could have made the upstart Florida
didn’t record it. His willingness to reveal
artist a pariah.
himself, however, further endeared him to
Petty doubled down by taking
an intensely loyal fan base.
on the cost—about $500,000—of
A sad commonality among these iconic
recording the album himself. Then he
classic rock bands with deep Florida roots
declared bankruptcy and took his fight
is tragedy. While the Eagles pursued the
to court. Times were so uncertain, the
drug-addled lifestyle described in their
Heartbreakers took to hiding their master
1977 anthem, “Life in the Fast Lane,” they
tapes daily, for fear the bankruptcy judge
narrowly avoided becoming celebrity
might order them seized among Petty’s
casualties like their lead guitarist Joe
other assets.
Walsh’s hotel-trashing party buddy, actorMCA ultimately caved, signing Petty
comedian John Belushi, who suffered a
to a fresh multi-million dollar deal
fatal overdose on March 5, 1982.
with a newly created label. “Damn the
Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers’
Torpedoes” was released, quickly went
bassist and talented harmony vocalist,
double platinum, and made Tom Petty
Howie Esptein died in 2003 at the age
and the Heartbreakers superstars. Petty
of 46. MTV News attributed his cause of

The Eagles in the early 1970s. From left, Bernie Leadon, Glenn Frey, Don Henley, Randy Meisner, Don Felder.
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and more!
These Florida rock guitarists
also soared.

Besides those Great Eight Rock and Roll Hall
of Fame guitarists, at least eight more with
deep Florida roots help make the case that
the state is a major incubator of the rock
guitar. Army brat Stephen Stills attended
middle school and high school in Gainesville
and in the early ’60s, played in a garage band,
the Continentals, with Don Felder. Stills is the
only musician to be inducted into the Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame twice on the same night,
honored for his association with Buffalo
Springfield and Crosby, Stills and Nash.

F L O R I D A H U M A N I T I E S . O R G

guitar work on “Free Bird” and other
Skynyrd standards died of pneumonia
four years later at just 37.
Despite the tragedies that brought the
original Lynyrd Skynyrd to a premature
end, the band reformed in 1987 with Van
Zant’s younger brother Johnny on lead
vocals. Founding member, guitarist Gary
Rossington, has also been a constant
alongside the younger Van Zant through
decades of successful concert tours and
lineup changes.
From aging Baby Boomers to kids just
discovering them via digital download,
the music of the Allman Brothers, the
Eagles, Lynyrd Skynyrd and Tom Petty
and the Heartbreakers remains timeless.
Advances in technology have brought along
a constellation of choices and distractions.
Yet it’s all just noise compared to the
infectious riffs and lyrical themes of
rebelliousness, yearning and romance that
keep bringing new ears to their old songs.
Bob Kealing is the author of four books on
Florida history and culture and a six-time
regional Emmy Award-winning journalist
and two-time
recipient of
the Edward R.
Murrow Award.
In 2022-23,
University Press
of Florida will
release his latest
book, about the
Beatles and 1964
Florida.

Slide guitar savant
Derek Trucks
of Jacksonville is
still only 42. Yet,
it seems as if he’s
been an important
creative force in
contemporary
music for decades.
Barely out of his
teen years, Trucks
Derek Trucks
joined forces with
his uncle Butch Trucks in the Allman Brothers
band. In 2010, he formed another group
with his wife, Susan Tedeschi. Today, the
Tedeschi-Trucks band enjoys a large following,
while the husband-and-wife duo still calls
Jacksonville their home base.
Polk County
singer/guitarists
Gram Parsons
and Les Dudek
contributed
to critically
acclaimed
albums by
the Byrds,
Flying Burrito
Gram Parsons
Brothers and
Boz Skaggs.
Adding to his formidable legacy, Parsons
discovered Emmylou Harris and set her on
a course for her own Country Music Hall
of Fame career. Both Parsons and Dudek
recorded their own solo records on major
record labels.

WIKIMEDIA

escalating drug use and Gary Rossington
crashing his Ford Torino into an oak tree.
That smell, Van Zant wrote, was the smell
of death surrounding them:
Say you’ll be all right come tomorrow,
But tomorrow might not be here for you.
Van Zant admitted he abused drugs
to deal with the pressure of being the
band’s lead singer and vowed to get
clean. Their upcoming tour included a
headlining gig at the venue they had all
dreamed of, Madison Square Garden.
On the evening of October 20, just
three days after that autograph session
in Altamonte Springs and two days after
Lakeland, both engines of the band’s
ancient Corvair, leased by their manager,
quit in mid-flight over Louisiana. Gliding
in completely powerless but still at high
speed, the aircraft started striking scores
of trees in a swamp near the Mississippi
border. Survivors recalled what sounded
like hundreds of baseball bats hitting the
outside of the plane.
The aircraft cut a 500-foot swath
through the treetops before ripping apart.
Among those killed were Ronnie Van
Zant; the band’s newest guitarist Steve
Gaines; and his sister and backup vocalist,
Cassie Gaines. Without their lead singersongwriter, Lynyrd Skynyrd could not
continue. MCA records pulled the original
“Street Survivors” album cover, showing
the band, Steve Gaines in particular,
shrouded in flames.
For another of Skynyrd’s original
lead guitarists, the smell of death
lingered. Allen Collins survived the
plane crash only to be paralyzed in a
1986 drunk-driving accident. The man
who will be forever tied to his brilliant

WIKIMEDIA

A Lynyrd Skynrd publicity photo.

Hughie Thomasson, Henry Paul and
Dave Hlubek scored gold and platinum
album success for two more Florida-based
bands in the Southern Rock genre: the
Outlaws and Molly Hatchet.
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A Rich Melange
Chef Alain Lemaire gives a modern spin to Haitian Creole cuisine.
By Dalia Colón

Alain Lemaire
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A Taste of FLORIDA

A
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lain Lemaire knows where your
mind goes when you think of Haiti:
earthquakes, political upheaval, crisis
at the border. But the South Florida chef wants
to showcase a different side of his homeland:
beaches, music, waterfalls, food.
Especially food.
“There is such a big community of Haitians
in South Florida,” Lemaire says. “People just love
good food, especially the Caribbean flavors. And
since there is not much representation of Haitian
food on a higher level, I take it upon myself to
present it as such.”
Lemaire is executive chef and co-owner of
Sensory Delights Catering in Pembroke Pines.
Born in 1981, he grew up in Port-au-Prince, the
youngest son of Herve Lemaire, an accountant
and funeral home director, and Marie Danielle
Lemaire, a nurse practitioner and teacher.
Known for fresh, earthy and assertive flavors,
Haitian cuisine draws on indigenous ingredients,
from tropical fruits to seafood. But it’s also been
influenced by dishes and techniques imported by
enslaved Africans and French colonists, creating
a rich melange known as “Creole.”
Lemaire’s heritage reflects those influences.
He grew up speaking French and Haitian Creole
and watching his mother and grandmother
prepare classic dishes.
“I grew up cooking, but not the traditional
story where your mom or your grandma taught
you how to cook,” says Lemaire. Instead
of cooking with them, he studied how the
matriarchs cooked and then copied them, often
adding touches of his own.
“I wanted to cook for myself when I wanted
to, and what I wanted to eat,” he says.
Much of what he wanted to eat was
traditional Haitian cuisine: Cashew chicken.
Breakfast pasta. (Google it.) And the most iconic
dish of all, soup joumou.
“The No. 1 dish in Haiti is our soup, our
pumpkin soup,” Lemaire says. “Independence
An earthy assortment of Creole favorites.
Soup. Soup of Liberty.”
Every family has its own version of the soup,
made of calabaza squash—or pumpkin, as it’s called in Haiti—
visit family, he made frequent trips back to Haiti. In 2012, he met
beef, vegetables and pasta, and seasoned with “elis,” Haiti’s
Neima Belancourt there at a food festival. He cooked; she did the
version of the ubiquitous Caribbean green seasoning paste, a
wine pairings.
blend of herbs, scallions, onions, green peppers and more.
The two became friends and business partners. In 2015,
As the story goes, when France ruled Haiti, the enslaved
they opened Sensory Delights Catering, a Pembroke Pines-based
natives were forced to grow squash for the soup, but since it was
company specializing in Haitian- and Caribbean-inspired dishes.
considered a delicacy, they were banned from eating it themselves.
Lemaire enjoys the variety of crafting events for as few as two
When Haitians gained independence on Jan. 1, 1804, they feasted
people and as many as 2,500, and he says catering gives him more
on the once forbidden dish. Today Haitians around the world,
freedom to innovate than running a restaurant.
including in Florida, ring in the new year with a belly full of
“I love our traditional cuisine. I was fed traditional dishes.
pumpkin soup.
But I want to elevate it, using additional techniques, like
After high school, Lemaire moved to Miami for culinary
molecular gastronomy, while keeping true to the essence of
training at Johnson and Wales University. But to cater events and
Haitian food,” he says.
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on “Chopped,” most recently in 2021. He has two other TV shows
scheduled for 2022.
“I can’t wait for them to come out, for people to learn more
about Haitian cuisine,” Lamaire says.
In the meantime, Lemaire encourages Floridians to explore
Haitian culture on their own. Support the state’s Haitian
restaurants, shops and cultural attractions, such as the Haitian
Heritage Museum in Miami, he says, rather than ingesting only
doom-and-gloom news about the country.
“There is more to Haiti than that,”
says Lemaire. “Our culture is vibrant.
Our food is flavorful. We have so many
beautiful sites.”
Dalia Colon, an Emmy-Award winning
multimedia journalist, produces WUSF Public
Media’s food podcast, The Zest. Her work has
appeared in The New York Times Magazine,
Los Angeles Times and on NPR.
PHOTO BY LIKE DEFINITION

“He’s willing to take a risk,” Belancourt agrees. “He’s
willing to take traditional ingredients and use them in different
preparations.” For example, the Haitian black mushrooms known
as “djon-djonevolve” are traditionally used in rice dishes. But
Lemaire cooks them into everything from gnocchi to aioli.
As impressive as Lemaire’s creativity, Belancourt says, is his
work ethic—a sentiment echoed by his friend McAlex Joseph.
“His professionalism is on another level,” says Joseph, a
Haitian-born chef who owns Kassav Catering in Wesley Chapel,
just north of Tampa. “He’s like the Kobe [Bryant] of the industry.
He’s very confident and humble at the same time. I couldn’t have a
better friend and mentor.”
Lemaire himself has been mentored by some impressive
names, including Ted Allen, host of Food Network’s “Chopped.”
In 2015, after a friend referred Lemaire to a casting agent, he was
chosen to compete on the show.
“I used to be a very shy person,” Lamaire says with a laugh.
“But after I did [the show] once, I was hooked!” Since then he’s
appeared on the Food Network in “Cutthroat Kitchen,” and again

Lamaire says he aims to “elevate” traditional Haitian dishes with modern techniques.
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Yield: 10 to 12 servings
Ingredients:
1 cup plus 1 tablespoon distilled white vinegar
1 pound beef shank, meat cut off bones into 1-inch cubes
1 pound stew beef (preferably chuck) cut into 1-inch cubes
1 cup Haitian epis (you can find recipes for epis online)
3 tablespoons fresh lime juice (about 1 lime)
15 cups beef or vegetable broth
1 pound beef bones
1 medium calabaza squash (about 2 pounds), peeled, cubed
(butternut squash or regular pumpkin can be substituted)
3 large russet potatoes (about 2 pounds), finely chopped
3 carrots (about 1 pound), cut on the bias
½ small green cabbage (about 1 pound), very thinly sliced
1 medium onion, julienned
1 celery stalk, chopped
1 leek, white and pale-green parts only, finely chopped
2 small turnips, chopped
1 green Scotch bonnet or habanero pepper
1 ½ cups rigatoni
6 whole cloves
Kosher salt and black pepper
1 parsley sprig
1 thyme sprig
1 bunch culantro
1 tablespoon unsalted butter

PHOTO BY BUFFOTOS NY

Soup Joumou

Fried Breadfruit Wedges
Yield: 4 servings
Ingredients:
¼ breadfruit, cut into 4-inch wedges
1 cup all purpose flour
½ tbsp chili powder
½ tbsp coriander
1 large egg
7 oz cold water
½ tbsp cumin
Juice of 1 lemon
3 tbsp cilantro, chopped
Salt and pepper
Oil for frying

Instructions:
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1. In a large bowl toss beef shank and stew beef with 1 cup of vinegar. Transfer
beef to a colander and rinse with cold water.
2. In a new bowl, mix epis, lime juice, salt, beef, and let marinate at least 30
minutes, preferably overnight.
3. Heat 5 cups of broth in a very large stock pot over medium. Add marinated
beef and bones, cover, and simmer until meat is beginning to soften, about
40 minutes.
4. Add squash to pot on top of beef, cover, and return to a simmer. Cook until
squash is fork-tender, 20–25 minutes. Using tongs or a slotted spoon, transfer
squash to a blender. Add 4 cups broth and purée until smooth. Return to pot
and bring to a simmer.
5. Add potatoes, carrots, cabbage, onion, celery, leeks, turnips, hot pepper,
cloves, parsley, culantro, thyme, and remaining 6 cups broth. Simmer,
uncovered, until vegetables are 80 percent done, 20 to 25 minutes. Add pasta
and let cook another 10 minutes until pasta is done.
6. Add butter and
remaining 1 Tbsp.
vinegar. Reduce
heat to mediumlow and simmer
until beef is very
tender, 15–20
minutes more.
7. Taste and adjust
seasonings. Divide
soup among bowls
and serve with
bread alongside.

1. Cut breadfruit into wedges, and place in
water bath with lemon juice and salt.
2. Mix flour with chili powder, coriander,
cumin, salt and pepper, egg, and water
until smooth.
3. Heat up a frying pan with oil and bring up
to 350F.
4. Dip pieces of breadfruit in batter, and
gently drop in heated oil, fry until golden
brown and fork tender.
5. Remove from oil, and place on paper
towels to drain excess oil. Toss in cilantro,
salt and pepper mixture.
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One Beautiful Blink
For a flash of Florida history, we’ve lived and loved on an enchanted piece of Alva land.
By Amy Bennett Williams

Y

eats wrote, “Love comes in through the eye,” but I blame
the nose. As a snowbird kid, I fell hard for Florida. Maybe it
started when my grandpa snapped off a spray of tangelo
flowers for me to sniff. Then came that spring break on Marco
Island, when I retreated from the beach toward the mangroves.
Scrambling over their woven roots, I plunged up to my elbows
in muck, then washed myself clean with the warm Gulf, gulping
lungfuls of air heavy with salt, leaf rot, sun-warmed mud—the
simmer and seethe of life, rocked by tides in this sea-scented cradle.

the children,” according to the Fort Myers Daily Press, the captain
“impersonated Santa Claus.”
We came to this settlement 15 years ago, displaced from the
little Fort Myers exurb of Buckingham, where I’d bought my first
house before the turn of the last century. For a while, Buckingham
was a peaceful enough place, spread out over the footprint of a
World War II Army airfield, just 15 minutes away from my brandnew job at the Fort Myers News-Press. (Ten if I sped).
A decade later, the housing market and Buckingham were
booming. The winding, once quiet highway at the end of our long
I was a goner.
driveway claimed the lives of two good dogs who didn’t understand
No wonder that eight years ago, when I watched my then
their territorial border was now a commuter cut-through. The new
11-year-old son, Nash, astride our bay mare, Lucy, ambling down
county incinerator’s steaming, strobe-lit stack dominated the night
a scraped sand track through fruit-studded trees into impossibly
sky. A retired helicopter pilot began buying up and scraping down
blue Florida skies, I had another epiphany. Whatever else I had
lots around us for a fly-in airpark he was developing. Neighbors’
failed to do in my life, I realized, I had somehow managed to give
wells started running dry.
my two sons, Nash and his older brother, D.P., Florida childhoods
Once the airpark guy had us surrounded, he came knocking.
that included riding horses through an old citrus grove across
His offer made sense in a way that living in Buckingham no
from our heart-pine cottage.
longer did, so my husband and I started looking further out—
In hindsight, I realize I saw their childhoods through the
about as far east as you can go in this county, just this side of
prism of my own preferences, so perhaps it’s not quite the
Hendry County, where cattle outnumber humans.
accomplishment I told myself it was. But for me, at least, this place
Property shopping in an inflating real estate bubble was tough.
is all I’ve ever wanted.
Our needs were quirkily specific, and the big-box real estate agents
Which tells you everything you need to know about my
didn’t get us. I began to despair.
blind spots. For 15 years, I’ve been happy to live in a county
Then one morning, I drove around Alva and turned down a onenamed for Confederate General Robert
lane, dead-end road. About half a mile
E. Lee, in a region a Justice Department
down, I saw a hand-painted for-sale sign.
From the road, our cottage is
official once called “ground zero for
A rutted track overhung by ancient live
modern slavery,” in a state where, well,
oaks led to a little yellow house. We later
mostly invisible, swallowed by
surely you know about Florida’s flaws
learned it had been built on a barrier
voracious jungle.
and foibles.
island beach in the 1930s, then jacked
Of course, as an anthropologistup, moved and plunked down in the Alva
turned-journalist, I can tell myself, “There’s just so much
woods in the ’80s. One of the owners, a twinkly, good-witch-looking
material!” And that’s true. But even if they revoked my reporter
woman with a handful of mail said sure, she’d show me around.
card, I’d be thrilled to live where I do.
Leaky jalousies, creaky wood floors, 864 square feet—what
The magic here is so thick it shimmers.
wasn’t to love? I was home.
I live in Alva, you see, Lee County’s oldest town (well,
Our cottage is on the poor side of town, the one not on the river.
European-rooted town) on the Sabatia-spangled banks of the
It’s instead bounded by a shallow creek across the road, reached
Caloosahatchee River, which flows to the Gulf. Those starry white
through an elderly citrus grove. So many hours we were to spend in
wildflowers inspired the town’s name. As the story goes, when
that creek: splashing, paddling, rope-swinging, jumping off bridges,
botanizing mariner Capt. Peter Nelson first came ashore in the
throwing sticks for the pups.
1880s, the blooms reminded him of flowers in his native Denmark.
From the road, our place is now mostly invisible, swallowed
According to the Florida Native Plant Society’s journal, The
by voracious jungle. Half an hour from my glassed-in third-story
Palmetto, Captain Nelson named the town “Alva,” referencing a
bank-building office, our crushed shell drive curves into the small
Danish word that refers to the white Sabatia brevifolia.
clearing that holds the house, sheds, stacked paddlecraft, a few
Historians make much of the red-bearded (think ZZ Top guys)
dead cars, poultry yard, goat pen, kitchen garden and horse pasture.
Captain Nelson’s drinking. It got him kicked off our first county
Cupped in a glade, raftered by spreading live oaks, it’s stitched all
commission, but this was a man I’m sure I’d have liked, one who
around with saw palmettos. Some are tall as sabal palms. A botanist
donated chunks of land for a park, a school and a library. He
told us those spindly giants could be a century old, their skinny sealoved music. And in 1917, “much to the surprise and delight of all
serpent necks rising in spiked arcs from the sandy soil.
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A crushed-shell driveway curves into the small clearing that holds the author’s house—and a lifetime of memories.
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Should we crash their spiny gates in pursuit of a stray Guinea
room and laid down a cinder-block medicine wheel bigger than
fowl chick or an errant baseball, every crackling step, every
some suburban backyards on the way to the pasture. We don’t use
broken branch sends up a cloud of tawny dust. And he (or she)
it, but neither did we take it down; we just let the vines creep over
who emerges from the palmettos usually does so bearing several
it until it looks like a forgotten cemetery for little folk.
sets of perfect scarlet striations, as if painted on with a comb.
Time was, the junked vehicles, overgrown landscape and
Not that I mind. Sunlight slanting through their fanned
trash-tolerant neighbors might have been too much for my
translucence makes a cathedral—or at least a woodland chapel—
genteel Midwestern sensibilities, but no more. The lichenof our little hollow. Newly opened, the saw palmettos’ pale flowers
speckled hoop where D.P. played duck-egg basketball, the
smell like honey cake dipped in warm milk.
slat-sprung firepit bench where Nash spent hours teaching
Their fruit, on the other hand, provides dependable dare
himself slide guitar, the taped-up, storm-cracked jalousie panel
material for the kids: “Betcha can’t
should all be a little too close to trashy
eat one!” My boys agree with the
for comfort, and yet I’m blissfully
Such rare, rich privilege to dwell
shipwrecked Jonathan Dickinson,
comfortable here.
who declared of the saw palmetto
Such rare, rich privilege, to dwell
in the wild heart of the Florida I
fruit in the 1700s that “not one
in the wild heart of the Florida I fell in
fell in love with once upon a time. love with once upon a time, a Florida
among us could suffer them to stay
in our mouths, for we could compare
vanishing at dizzying speed. Thanks to
the taste of them to nothing else but rotten cheese steeped in
luck and market vagaries, we’ve been able to wring two barefoot
tobacco juice.”
childhoods from this place, before whatever comes next. And
Yet while the palmettos aren’t a conventionally friendly
come it will. The emerald woods that cradle our little oasis belong
presence, they’re comforting, nonetheless.
to a New Jersey LLC. We’re surrounded. Again.
At night, if a window is open, you can hear their raspy
If we manage to hang on to this property, and if what I think
whispers, like Tom Waits on a transistor radio under the pillow.
will happen happens (Florida, remember?) we’ll be able to see the
Walk far enough in any direction and you hit a wall that sprawls
new houses from Nash’s tree fort.
for miles on end through the region’s wildlands. In our neck of the
He started it when he was about 10 with scavenged horse
woods, the hog hunters and ATV riders, bless them, have hacked
corral boards, nailing it up between three tall slash pines, using
trails through the palmettos. The result is something like a
a fourth as a flexy firemen’s pole for quick descents. He’d spend
ground-level boardwalk through our own greenbelt: a clean, easyafternoons up there reading Harry Potter books or just watching
to-traverse passage through a landscape that would otherwise
the clouds. We all slept aloft under the stars a time or two, waking
be nearly impossible to navigate. I share the trails with elephantdew-damp as smoke from our early-bird boy’s breakfast campfire
legged gopher tortoises grazing on prickly pears and hawks
coiled around us.
keening atop lightning-killed pines.
These days, the treehouse doesn’t get as much use as it once
I ride horseback and take my slow jogs through the trails,
did, but it’s not abandoned, either—you never know when you
at least when tannic sheet flow isn’t ankle deep. I can mark the
might need an emergency aerie.
seasons by the trailside flora: sticky spring tarflowers, magenta
Any of my preemptive nostalgia is overridden by gratitude.
summer beautyberries, Sabatia and liatris in the fall and
I’ve known all along we’ve just borrowed this place for one
midwinter pennyroyal.
beautiful blink. When we make our after-dinner expeditions to
Maybe once a year, I have to make the rounds with an empty
the pasture, to stand pressed against each other, heads tilted
50-pound sweet feed bag collecting Bud cans, Swisher Sweet
back, searching for Orion and the Pleiades, I remember those
packs and Mountain Dew bottles. (Why, oh why?) Still, I remind
same stars glittered over the water that once bathed the bones of
myself, those trash-strewers may be the same ones who will drop
this peninsula.
everything to help catch a loose mare or emerge from their singleWe’ve piled on or sunk so much into this piece of ground:
wide at dinner time to tow Nash and his stalled go-cart home. We
anniversary citrus saplings, plastic action figures lost behind
all do what we can.
enemy lines, birthday streamers in the oaks, nut shells tossed
Some trail spurs are littered with bones, hogs mostly, though
at barefoot Thanksgivings, flowers strewn on beloved dogs’
there’s the occasional whitetail or shot-up alligator dumped by
graves. Yet someday the Gulf will take it all back. When the
hunters. When I hear the vultures huffing in the snags, chattering
shallow saltwater tides turn,
like raspy squirrels, I know there’s a new pile. A few weeks later,
the lovely inland sea that lured
after the bugs and birds have done their work, I’ll go back to
me here a lifetime ago will come
scavenge for my front-yard treasure mound. It’s inched a little
and cover this place again.
higher each year, with every new cow skull, lightning whelk,
tortoise plastron and the occasional shard of sea glass I’ve
Amy Bennett Williams is an
collected like a subtropical magpie.
environmentally focused writer
When I plant trees or hoe the garden, I often find new
for the Fort Myers News-Press
things to add, among them molars from camels that roamed
and the USA Today Network. Her
these parts before the last ice age or the spiky shell of an
pictorial history book, Along the
Caloosahatchee River, was released
extinct mollusk from even earlier, when the warm sea still
by Arcadia publishing in 2011; Fort
covered this land.
Myers: City of Palms, came out in
Sometimes I turn up talismans left by the delightful couple we
2017. She’s at work on a third.
bought the house from, shamans who painted glyphs in our living
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When it opened in 1919, Mizner’s Everglades Club created a sensation among the wealthy and put Palm Beach on the map.

An Impossible Tale
Addison Mizner had a career so brilliant and a history so confounding that even
Stephen Sondheim couldn’t tell his story.
By Robert Plunket

F

or any true Floridian, architect Addison Mizner is a patron
saint. His signature style, Mediterranean Revival, with its red
tile roofs, arched windows and doorways, and ornamental
flourishes, has become the state’s signature style. He was a
pioneer in creating our upscale residential developments. He came
up with exclusive shopping malls. He even invented the Florida
room and the outdoor living area. More than anyone, he dreamt up
today’s Florida, both its look and its lifestyle.
But in the theater world he is somebody else entirely—the
subject of that rare phenomenon, a Stephen Sondheim flop.
Four flops, to be more accurate. Over a 17-year period,
composer and lyricist Sondheim, who died in December, wrote
at least four different versions of Mizner’s life, working with a
changing cast of collaborators that included some of the biggest
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names in American theater. The shows were entitled at various
times, “Wise Guys,” “Bounce,” “Gold,” and “Road Show.” There
have been two commercial productions, two limited runs, plus
countless readings, workshops and tryouts. Actors like Nathan
Lane and Richard Kind have played Addison. Jane Powell (yes, that
Jane Powell) even played his mother in one version.
And it goes even deeper. Sondheim named his poodle “Addie.”
Where did Sondheim’s obsession come from? And why was he
never able to get it right?
At first glance the men seem to have little in common. Mizner
was the son of California pioneers, one of seven siblings, an
outgoing eccentric. Sondheim was the only son of a well-to-do
Jewish couple in New York City, private and introverted. They
had no interests or hobbies in common, and their talents lay in
completely different fields.
S P R I N G
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But look a little closer and you’ll see similarities. Both were
apprenticed himself to Willis Polk, a prominent local architect
idiosyncratic artists who achieved great fame and wealth. Both
and devotee of the Beaux Arts style. He became Polk’s partner
found their perfect mentor—Oscar Hammerstein for Sondheim
and designed several small projects. Life was progressing
and Stanford White for Mizner. And both were gay men living in
satisfactorily when the news arrived that gold had been
a time when they had to be very careful.
discovered in the Yukon.
To give a coherent outline of
Mizner and his younger brother,
Mizner’s life is impossible. This was a
Wilson, dropped everything, and with
lesson Sondheim would learn over and
their parents cheering them on, set off
over. I am beginning to learn it myself.
for northwest Canada. They were hardly
I’ve tried four versions of this article,
alone. Some 100,000 people were making
and, well, here’s my latest.
their way there, drawn by tales of rivers
Addison Mizner was born in
flowing with flecks of gold. Here his life
northern California 150 years ago, on
switched genres from an Oscar Wilde
Dec. 12, 1872. His family, early settlers of
comedy of manners to a Jack London
the region, were well-to-do. His father
rugged adventure. This kind of abrupt
was a prominent lawyer, his mother a
change became a pattern and would turn
strong but benevolent presence. The six
out to bedevil Sondheim.
brothers and one sister had an idyllic
Mizner and Wilson bonded during
childhood, growing up riding horses and
their Yukon adventure, though one
putting on plays in the barn in a rural but
wonders what drew Mizner to his brother.
rather sophisticated area just north of
Wilson, a budding con artist, womanizer,
San Francisco.
and on-again off-again cocaine addict,
In 1888, Mizner’s politically wellwas the black sheep of the family. While
connected father was appointed
Mizner was off in the hills working their
Addison Mizner circa 1922.
ambassador to Guatemala, and the
claim, Wilson stayed in Dawson City,
family set sail down the California
where he scammed the miners in his
coast. It was an adventure that would seize young Addison’s
gambling saloon/brothel, which he operated in partnership with
imagination and never let go. He was 16, an artistic adolescent
a woman known as Nellie the Pig.
who was already showing talent as an illustrator. Their first
The story of Addison Mizner is also the story of Wilson
stop in Mazatlan, Mexico, was his first encounter with Spanish
Mizner, at least according to Sondheim. The first three versions
architecture. “It was the greatest day of my life,” he later wrote.
of Sondheim’s show treat them equally and go to great pains to
Then it was on to Guatemala, where the family stayed
explain their relationship. And all three versions fail. They love
for a year. They traveled
each other, they hate each other,
everywhere, including
they blame each other, they forgive
to the Mayan ruins of
each other. But a great dramatic
Copan in nearby Honduras
moment or turning point just isn’t
and the old capital city
there. They’re brothers and that’s
of Guatemala, Antigua.
about it. Only in the final version is
The town is noted as the
the focus primarily on Addison. And
supreme example of Spanish
only then does the piece begin to
Colonial architecture and
come to life.
shows the style at its most
Addison returned from the
refined and rococo. A
Yukon with $39,000 and embarked
series of earthquakes have
on another series of adventures. He
left parts of the town in
journeyed to Hawaii, where he got
ruins, adding to its almost
a job restoring the art collection
overwhelming charm.
of the Hawaiian royal family. He
A young Sondheim, at left, and the playbill from his 2003 “Bounce,” a musical visited China, then Australia. He
It left a deep impression
about Mizner.
on Mizner, and echoes of
went back to Antigua. A compulsive
Antigua can be found in every building he designed.
shopper, he bought everything he could lay his hands on—
Back home, Mizner tried several colleges but mostly
antiques, paintings, furniture, doors, railings. Sondheim gamely
ingratiated himself into the nearby San Francisco social scene,
put all this traveling into a clever song called “Addison’s Trip.”
where he realized he had another skill. People liked him,
Things become more focused in 1904, when Addison
particularly the ladies. He was funny and diverting and knew all
moved to New York. His life there was much like his life in San
about art. His unusual appearance notwithstanding—he was six
Francisco but on a much larger scale. He became more adept at
foot four and his weight sometimes approached 300 pounds—he
meeting and amusing society’s grand dames, becoming their
became a sought-after escort for well-heeled dowagers.
confidant while hoping to maneuver architectural commissions.
Exactly how he decided that architecture was the
His friends from these days were a glittering lot and included
perfect career for him isn’t known, but from 1894 to 1896, he
Gilded Age socialite Mrs. Stuyvesant Fish, Broadway star Marie
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El Mirasol on Ocean Drive was Mizner’s first grand Mediterranean Revival mansion in Palm Beach.

Dressler and even Irving Berlin, who was so taken with Addison
that he tried to write a musical about him but finally gave up.
One can see why. His life became a blur of people and projects.
His defining relationship was with Stanford White, the archetypal
society architect, famous for his Beaux Art mansions in Newport,
Rhode Island. Addison worked for White and learned the finer
points of the various historical styles that the rich favored—and
the finer points of getting commissions out of them. He designed
several homes on Long Island and in Pennsylvania.
Meanwhile, Wilson showed up in New York. Like his brother,
he became a fixture in New York’s “café society”—that mix of rich
people, show business types and arty bohemians who congregated
at fashionable restaurants and nightclubs. Wilson wrote a play. He
became known as a “wit.” His drug addiction intensified. Addison
introduced him to a rich widow. He married her and she divorced
him a month later. Addison got beaten up by three young men he
met one night. His badly broken leg wouldn’t heal.
I’m sure you’re beginning to see what Sondheim was going
through. It was just too much. Lots of colorful incidents but what
was it adding up to? As a friend told Sondheim after watching
a performance, “The trouble is, I don’t know where the train is
going, and it makes too many stops.”
And the train hasn’t even gotten to Florida yet.
***
One afternoon, while still recuperating in bed, Addison was
visited by his close friend Lady Colebrook. She brought along a
friend of her own, a handsome young man named Paris Singer.
The two men shook hands and became fast friends.
Paris was the son of Isaac Singer, the founder of the Singer
Sewing Machine Company and one of the wealthiest men in the
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country. Paris was Isaac’s 20th child; after a while he and his third
wife ran out of names and began naming the children after the
city where they were born.
Paris was rich, handsome and artistically inclined. He even
dabbled in architecture himself. No doubt Addison was smitten,
but Paris was resolutely, even scandalously, heterosexual. His
romance with dancer Isadora Duncan was one of the great tabloid
stories of the era. Their tempestuous affair produced a son who
drowned in the river Seine in an automobile accident.
Singer insisted that Addison come with him to Palm Beach,
where the sunshine would speed his recovery. At that time—
1918—Palm Beach was a little town just beginning to attract
wealthy winter residents. There were two hotels, but not much
else. True kindred spirits—ambitious, artistic and out to prove
themselves—the two men immediately saw the possibilities.
After a quick remodel of Paris’s home on Peruvian Avenue,
they moved on to build another project for Paris, a convalescent
hospital for officers injured in World War I. But the war ended
while the building was being designed, and they rethought the
project as a lavish, exclusive club.
The Everglades Club, which opened on Jan. 15, 1919, rocked the
world of the very rich and put Palm Beach on the map. This was
something new. A castle in Spain, almost literally, complete with
a tower overlooking the town. Inside was a grand salon, 44 by 85
feet, with a six-and-a half-foot high fireplace, plus a dining room
that seated 400. Here at last was the project that Addison had
been waiting for; at age 47, he had found his architectural voice.
In the next seven years Addison designed an astonishing 67
buildings in Palm Beach. Some were constructed on a scale that
is hard to imagine these days. El Mirasol (built for Ned and Eva
Stokesbury of Philadelphia) had a garage for 40 cars and its own
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zoo. Playa Riente (commissioned by Joshua and Nell Cosden in
1923) was three times larger, with a spectacular 60-foot-long
entrance hall with a vaulted Gothic ceiling and a second-floor
ballroom that appeared to float over the ocean.
The Mizner mansions were all Mediterranean Revival, with
the various styles of the region (plus Latin America) combined
and reinterpreted. Think Spanish cloisters in a Venetian palazzo
with Moorish pillars, all blended into a structure that looked like
it had been standing there for hundreds of years. In fact, Mizner
used to take chains and beat them against the brand-new stucco
to make it look old and weathered.
A Mizner façade tended to be simple, almost austere. You
only got the full effect when you went inside. There you would
find courtyards, grand stairways, fountains, gardens, loggias
(the granddaddy of the Florida room), mammoth fireplaces, vast
rooms, all of them decorated by Mizner. (Only on the ground
floor, though. “I don’t care what people do in their bedrooms,”
he was famous for saying.) His furniture and building-material
business, which produced authentic-looking Spanish-style
pottery, cast-stone door and window surrounds, barrel tiles and
decorative wrought iron, became Palm Beach’s biggest industry, or
more likely, its only industry.
***
For himself, Addison built the Villa Mizner. On Worth Avenue,
right across the street from the Everglades Club, it was an early
example of a mixed-use building, with offices and apartments on
the lower three floors and the top two serving as his residence. He
also built a collection of charming shops surrounding the villa.
At the west end of Worth Avenue, Addison’s club, villa and shops

became and remain the very heart of Palm Beach. At Villa Mizner,
he entertained the leading lights of Palm Beach with his monkey
Johnnie Brown on his shoulder. (Johnnie’s grave is in Palm
Beach’s only official cemetery.) Addison was known as a tireless
worker, instructing his artisans in the skills he had picked up over
the years, hands-on in a way few architects are. Everybody liked
him, not just the rich ladies.
Then Wilson showed up.
News of Addison’s success was just too tempting. Soon the
brothers were dreaming up a grandiose new scheme: They would
design and build a brand-new city for the rich. It would be like
Palm Beach, only bigger and better. Their idea made a kind of
sense in Florida’s fevered real-estate market. Addison’s genius was
well-known, and Florida was attracting a rush of Northern buyers,
with prices escalating at a heart-pounding rate.
They found a little farming community (population 100)
down the coast called Boca Ratone and assembled 16,000 acres.
They dropped the “e” from the town’s name and began laying
it out. Addison designed a main street called El Camino Real
that was 20 lanes wide. There would be miles of canals, several
hotels, including a Ritz-Carlton, a 400-seat theater, and all
the architecture would be in the Spanish style. And, of course,
every detail would be personally supervised by Addison Mizner,
described in their promotional material as “the Genius of
Planners, Poet of Architects, Foremost Thinker of the Future.”
A board of directors was put together that was as grand as the
brother’s ambitions: two Vanderbilts, a DuPont, the Duchess of
Sutherland, Irving Berlin, Elizabeth Arden.
Things got off to a sensational start, thanks to a publicity
campaign that pulled out all the stops. Boca Raton was going to be
WIKIPEDIA

One of the first in Mizner’s doomed Boca Ratron development, this Mediterranean-inspired house, designed for film executive Fred Aiken, is now historically designated.
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the most beautiful city in the world, with every possible amenity.
Director Hal Prince, a longtime collaborator of Sondheim,
Advertisements combined breathless hype, snob appeal and the
joined the team for the third try. He pointed out that the show
promise of huge profits for investors. As one ad proclaimed, “The
had no love interest. There was no sexual tension, an important
owners and controllers of the Mizner Development Corporation
element in a Broadway musical. So they added some—a dancehall
are a group of very rich men—men of unlimited means, who
girl from the Yukon who the brothers meet and re-meet as all
propose to build from the creative genius of
three rise socially and financially. This
Addison Mizner, what will probably be the
made the show even worse, and the girl
most wonderful resort city in the world.”
was quickly dropped.
Mizner’s buildings define
For a few months, the project lived up
For the final version they kept the
to the hype, with investors lining up to
love interest but changed the gender.
the soul of Florida—a place
reserve lots. On May 14, 1925, the first day
A Paris Singer character was written
of fantasy, reinvention and
of sales, automobiles jammed the streets
in for Addison to fall in love with. This
exotic glamour.
of West Palm Beach, and $2.1 million
gave Sondheim the chance to write his
surged in, a record for Florida openingfirst specifically gay romance, and the
day land sales.
show improved tremendously. It finally
A second offering brought in another
found an emotional center via a great
$2 million in reservations. Mizner and his partners bought
Sondheim love song—“The Best Thing That Has Ever Happened
more land, and 350 workmen began clearing the first lots
to Me.”
and a golf course.
But it still didn’t work. Something was missing. Could it
But by fall, sales began to slow. Northern newspapers were
be … architecture?
warning of fraudulent Florida land schemes, the overwhelmed
Indeed, architecture barely figures into any of the versions.
railroads couldn’t deliver construction materials quickly enough,
Sondheim said that Sam Mendes, director of the second version,
and Palm Beach didn’t have enough housing for all the workers,
told him that Addison “wasn’t a major enough talent in the history
visitors and investors who were coming. The Mizners were
of architecture” to get any mileage out of that angle. Addison’s
promising things that didn’t exist, and the board started to get
buildings are presented as part of the various schemes to bilk
nervous. They told Addison to get rid of his brother, who was
people out of money.
masterminding what was increasingly seen as a real estate scam.
The moral here is, never listen to Sam Mendes. True, some
Board members resigned, sales collapsed, and in six months Boca
architectural academicians still see Mizner as a copyist who came
Raton became the poster child for the 1925 collapse of the Florida
up with nothing new. No modern white glass boxes, no brutal
land boom. A catastrophic hurricane that devastated South
concrete slabs that express function.
Florida in 1926 drove the final nail into the development coffin.
But his buildings define the soul of Florida. The state, the
Wilson slunk off to California, where he wrote screenplays
last frontier and most fabled destination in America, is a place of
and became co-owner of the Brown Derby restaurant (which was
fantasy, of reinvention, of exotic glamour. Every McMansion in
actually shaped like a brown derby). Addison went back to the
Orlando can be traced directly back to those 67 houses in Palm
Villa Mizner and settled into Depression-era Palm Beach life.
Beach. Every clubhouse in every gated community, indeed, in
Every now and then a little job came his way. The mayor felt sorry
every mobile home park, is descended from the Everglades Club.
for him and commissioned him to design a fountain for the front
And those thousands of middle-class Med Rev tract houses that
of City Hall. He got a new monkey named Deuteronomy. People
blanket the state—they’re Mizner, too. Their entrance porticos
marveled at how contented and at peace he seemed. He died in
with their pillars and domes show the aspirational quality that
February 1933. Wilson died two months later.
Mizner understood so well. What a shame that Sondheim never
saw this. With the same brilliance with which he explained the
***
creation of a painting in “Sunday in the Park with George,” he
could have illuminated the romantic genius of the man who
What are we to make of all this? It certainly has everything—
invented Florida, beautiful building by beautiful building. What
riveting incidents, money and glamour, a good brother/bad
a show that would have been.
brother and several monkeys; and it’s all set at key moments in
For a while it seemed like it still might happen. The last line of
one of the most colorful periods of American history.
the final production declared, “Sooner or later we’ll get it right.”
But what’s the story? Sondheim and his collaborators would
But Sondheim died before that could
discuss this endlessly. At first they saw the brothers as cynical
happen. He leaves Addison in artistic
manipulators but with different temperaments. Wilson was the
limbo: a fabulous character still waiting
schemer; Addison was the dreamer. Their story was presented as
for another genius to tell his story.
a sort of 1940s road movie, the kind Bing Crosby and Bob Hope
used to make, performed in a vaudeville style, with broad comedy
and music that was a pastiche of the era. Everything was on the
Robert Plunket is the author of two
surface. It was fast-moving, picaresque, and—hopefully—fun.
novels, My Search for Warren Harding and
The reaction of the audience, however, was lukewarm.
Love Junkie. His articles have appeared
Something was missing. In the next version the authors developed
in The New York Times, The Atlantic and
the convoluted relationship between the brothers and their
Barrons, and he writes frequently about
Florida history and architecture for
parents. This gave the show more depth. It became more sober
Sarasota Magazine.
and realistic, but even less enjoyable.
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More Perfect UNION

In the Shadow of Old Joe
The mayor of Newberry on his town’s work to acknowledge—
and heal from—its tragic racial past.
By Jordan Marlowe

A

lachua County, home to Gainesville and the University
of Florida, sits in the middle of North Central Florida. As
a college town, Gainesville is a blue dot on the region’s
deep-red political map. I live in that deep-red area, in Newberry,
a small rural community roughly 15 miles west of Gainesville. The
inherent tension created by our political geography occasionally
draws Newberry into larger national conversations, and that
happened in 2016 when a reporter called asking me why I was
opposed to removing Confederate statues.

PHOTO BY JORDAN MARLOWE

Wynne shot him, he fired back in self-defense. Harris testified that
Long opened fire on Wynne and him after Wynne instructed Long
to get dressed. Six shots were exchanged. Long and Harris were
wounded superficially, but Wynne was critically wounded and died
later that morning.
Long fled, and the county sheriff formed a posse. They hunted
down Long’s half-brother James Dennis and killed him with a
shotgun blast to his back. They jailed five other members of the
Dennis family—three men and two women, one of them Long’s
wife—on charges of helping Long escape. In the predawn hours
I was the mayor-elect of Newberry, and I was confused by
of August 19, a mob of 200 abducted the prisoners from the jail
the question. In Gainesville, a Confederate statue known as “Old
and hanged them from an oak tree, claiming their deaths would
Joe” had recently
“encourage” other
been removed
African Americans
from the Alachua
in the community to
County courthouse
reveal where Long was
grounds by the
hiding. The bodies were
county commission.
left hanging until the
But I had never
afternoon, drawing
taken a stance
hundreds of onlookers.
on Confederate
The next morning,
statues, and
Long turned himself in
Newberry
to protect the rest of his
doesn’t have any.
family and friends. Two
Undeterred, the
months later, he stood
reporter asked
trial in Gainesville, and
whether Newberry
after deliberating seven
should participate
minutes, the all-white jury
in the process
pronounced him guilty.
of truth and
He was hanged on the
reconciliation—a
grounds of the Gainesville
term new to me—
jail, two blocks from the
that the county
Confederate soldier, Old
commissioners
Joe.
were launching to
After the lynchings,
address historic
everyone in the mob swore
racial injustice.
to keep silent about what
Her question
had transpired, walking
Newberry residents looking at the monuments in the National Lynching Memorial in
was aimed at
forward and touching one
Montgomery, Alabama.
Newberry because
of the lynching ropes as
our town has a tragic racial past. Around 2 a.m. on August
they made their oaths. The coroner ruled that all five had died from
18, 1916, George Wynne, Alachua County deputy sheriff and
freak accidents, including falling from a tree or running into a fence.
constable of Newberry, accompanied by a young pharmacist
For more than 80 years, the event seemed to vanish from history. In
named Lem Harris, tracked down a Black man they believed had
2003, the late University of Florida professor Patricia Hilliard-Nunn
stolen hogs. They found their suspect, Boisy Long, hiding in a
began researching what had happened to the victims, who came
shack in the pine woods outside of town and told him he was
to be known as the Newberry Six. But for most of the public, the
under arrest.
details remained shrouded in silence.
Two versions of what happened next survive. At his trial, Long
The reporter’s call was the first time I had been asked about
claimed that Wynne and Harris had tried to kill him, and after
those lynchings, or about any question of race, and my answer was
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practical. I told her that small-town mayors should focus
on local issues. After all, what could we do about race
relations on a national stage? If Gainesville residents
wanted to take a statue down in their city, that was their
business. As far as truth and reconciliation, I said none
of my residents had asked us to do that.
After I hung up, I felt uneasy. Looking back, I see that
my response to the reporter was a political sidestep that
had the consequence of continuing to silence our history.
I decided to call some African-American neighbors and
ask whether they believed racial tension existed in our
town and if we needed to talk about our history.
I called about 10 Black residents. They all said
everything was fine. They said they would tell me
if there was something we should talk about. Each
Newberry residents Joy Glanzer and Gerald Cheeseborough met and became
friends as the town explored its dark past.
conversation was so similar it was almost formulaic. I
didn’t catch it then, but I now see those as culturally
Newberry tells another. Old Joe is gone, but the damage his story
coordinated responses based on years of anticipating what white
has done is not. The marker in Newberry won’t fix that damage,
people want to hear. This is painful to write, but looking back, I
and neither will the next marker. But as more conversations and
understand that I was just another white man. Worse, I was just
memorials take shape, we will no longer be able to hide from the
another white politician asking a question that they had good
truth, because it will be all around us. Then, and only then, can
reason to believe I wasn’t prepared to address.
we say we have established the truth in the process of truth and
Six months later I received a call from Judy Hasan Lewis, the
reconciliation. Reaching reconciliation will be harder, but Newberry
daughter of Newberry’s first African-American mayor, Freddie
has stories to tell in that regard as well.
Warmack. Both were part of the group I had previously called
On the bus trip to Montgomery, Joy Glanzer, a 66-year-old
for advice. Like everyone else, Lewis had assured me that me
white woman, and Gerald Cheeseborough, a 66-year-old Black man,
everything was fine. This time, she told me there was something we
ended up sitting together. Longtime Newberry residents, they had
should talk about.
lived three blocks from each other for many years but had never
“I want you to help our community have a conversation about
met. As they talked to each other during the two-day trip north,
race,” she said.
they realized how much they had in common. When we entered the
“Did something happen?” I asked. “Why did you change
memorial, they walked together.
your mind?”
At the end of the memorial lies a glass coffin containing soil
“It is time,” she said. And that was all she would say.
collected from sites where unknown victims were terrorized and
As I thought about her call, I realized the decision had been
lynched. As they stood there, looking at that coffin, Cheeseborough
made. An African American had broken through the silence and
put his arm around Glanzer. Then he said, “If I had done this when I
asked me to start a discussion about our shared history of racial
was a child, I would have been lynched.”
injustice. This was not a request for white citizens, including me,
Today the two friends meet for breakfast every month. I know
to ignore or deny. I called Lewis back and asked her to help me
one small story does not achieve reconciliation, but it is a good
organize a community meeting.
place to start. And when I ask myself—as I have, more than once—if
That meeting was the beginning of a four-year journey into
despite all our efforts, we have really made a difference or changed
our racial history. It has included personal soul-searching and
anything—I think about that story.
public gatherings, including a Sunday picnic where 700 people
I am proud of the work being done in Newberry, and I no longer
from eight different Newberry congregations gathered after
think rural mayors are irrelevant in the struggle for racial justice.
hearing sermons on forgiveness and healing.
Indeed, after four years of working on truth and reconciliation, I see
We also organized a bus trip to the Legacy Museum in
us as on the frontline. The leaders in small-town America are the
Montgomery, Alabama, site of the National Memorial for Peace and
ones who have to do this work. We are closest to our communities,
Justice, also known as the National Lynching Memorial. This is a
and whatever else this may be, this is community work.
powerful place.
Monuments hang from the ceiling, forcing visitors to look
up in much the same way that lynch mobs looked up at victims
This is the first in a
hanging from Southern trees. Each county in each state has its own
series of stories about
memorial bearing the names of every person lynched there. We
Floridians coming
collected soil from the site of the Newberry lynchings, and six jars
together to protect
of that soil now reside in the museum.
and promote our
Our efforts to confront the past recently culminated in a
democratic ideals.
mayoral proclamation, a public apology, and the installation of a
It is presented in
historical marker that tells the story of the six people who were
partnership with the National Endowment for Humanities’ special
lynched in Newberry in 1916.
initiative, “A More Perfect Union.” If you’ve been involved in such an
Our story began with Gainesville’s Confederate statue, Old
initiative and would like to share your story, contact editor Pam Daniel
Joe. Old Joe told one version of America’s past. The marker in
at pdaniel@flahum.org.
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The QUIZ

Lions and Tigers and Bear-Dogs, Oh My!
From giant pigs to Elvis sightings, how much do you know about the Sunshine State?
5. Three airlines got their start in Florida. Which were they?

All of the above. During the Miocene and
Pleistocene epochs, mammals—many of
them giant—flourished throughout the
state. Most died out about 10,000 years ago,
probably from a cooling climate.

D. In 1962, “Follow That Dream”
was filmed in Citrus, Marion
and Levy counties. The film is
considered one of the star’s best;
Elvis, who plays the good-hearted,
unsophisticated son of a scheming
vagabond, displayed good comic
timing and charisma in the role.

A. In 1918, oil magnate John D. Rockefeller purchased a home on the banks
of the Halifax River in Ormond Beach. The home, called “Casements,”
was Rockefeller’s winter residence until his death in 1937. Thomas Edison,
Henry Ford and Harvey Firestone were among the friends Rockefeller
entertained there. Now owned by the city, the home is used as a cultural
center and park.

7.

3. Which two regions of Florida did John James Audubon
AUDUBON FLORIDA

4. Who was the first U.S. president to visit Florida?
A: Chester A. Arthur
B: Andrew Jackson
C: Abraham Lincoln
D: Thomas Jefferson
A. In 1883, an ailing President Chester A. Arthur took a recuperative
trip to Florida. His entourage traveled to Central Florida, going as far as
Kissimmee, where Arthur fished in Reedy Creek, which he described as
idyllic. Almost a century later, another visitor, Walt Disney, was so struck
by the creek’s beauty that he decided to build his grand dream, Disney
World, along its banks.
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A: “Girls, Girls, Girls”
B: “Love Me Tender”
C: “Clambake”
D: “Follow That Dream”

Florida attracts lots of millionaires.
This millionaire called Ormond Beach home.
A: John D. Rockefeller
B: Henry Flagler
C: Isaac Singer
D: John Ringling

B and C. In 1831 Audubon
traveled from Charleston to
St. Augustine, where he spent
six months searching for birds
to sketch for his “Birds of America.” He found fewer than he had hoped,
however, and in spring 1832, he returned to Florida, visiting Indian Key, Key
West and the Dry Tortugas, where he discovered many new species.

A, C and D. Eastern, Pan American and National airlines all were founded in
Florida. Pan American became the first international airline on Oct. 19, 1927,
with its first flight carrying passengers between Key West and Havana.

6. Elvis made which one of these movies in Yankeetown?

2.

visit in the 1830s?
A: Tampa Bay
B: St. Augustine
C: The Florida Keys
D: The Everglades

A: Eastern Airlines
B: Jet Blue Airlines
C: Pan American Airways
D: National Airlines

Prehistoric megalodon sharks were enormous.
How long were the largest?
A: 36 feet
B: 50 feet
C: 90 feet
D: 120 feet
C. These massive sharks ruled the seas for some 13 million years. Florida
paleontologist David Letasi says a recent find of a 9-inch-long fossilized
tooth likely came from a 90-foot-long megalodon.

8.

In addition to founding Bethune-Cookman College in Daytona
Beach, Mary McLeod Bethune started the National Council of Negro
Women and helped form the United Negro College Fund. What other
institution did she create?
A: A national chef’s academy
B: A hospital
C: A small business fund for Black women
D: A nature center
B. When a Black student at BethuneCookman College was turned away from
a local hospital, Bethune decided to
start a hospital that would treat AfricanAmericans. Mary McLeod Hospital and
Training School for Nurses opened in 1911.

Our questions were inspired by recent programs in our free Florida
Talks speakers’ series. To attend in person or register for a virtual
event: floridahumanities.org/events/

NMAH SMITHSONIAN

lived in prehistoric Florida?
A: Six-foot-tall pigs
B: Bear Dogs
C: Rhinoceroses
D: Giraffe Camels
E: Saber-tooth cats (AKA saber-tooth tigers)

WIKIPEDIA

1. Which of the following mammals

On EXHIBIT

A Legacy of Love
A Miami Beach exhibition honors the struggles—and resilience—of same-sex couples.
By Pam Daniel

I

n 2000, Jerry Chasen and Mark Kirby met at a Miami LGBTQ
benefit. But lightning didn’t strike until a few months later when
they spotted each other at a club. “We started dancing and
realized we moved to the same beat,” says Chasen. The two have
been partners on and off the dance floor ever since.

PHOTOGRAPH BY DALE STINE

Chasen, a retired estate planner, life coach and longtime activist
and philanthropist for LGBTQ causes, credits their enduring
relationship to “a good mix of complementary strengths.” Mark, an
interior designer, “is cautious and likes to plan,” says Chasen. “I’m
impulsive and will go on instinct.” Maybe even more important, “We
still make each other laugh.”
Chasen and Kirby are one of 14 couples featured in a
new touring exhibition presented by Miami Beach Pride in
collaboration with HistoryMiami Museum. “Legacy Couples”

recognizes the love and resilience of same-sex couples,
especially those who for many years had to hide their sexual
identity and relationships or risk discrimination, job loss and
ruptured ties with family and friends. Many lived through the
devastation of the HIV/AIDS epidemic and went on to fight for
social and legislative equality.
“It’s been an amazing ride,” says Chasen. “And let’s
be honest. All this did not come without cost. But I’d be
hard-pressed to identify any other group that has made the
advances the LGBQT community did during our lifetime.”
The exhibition, which is supported by a Florida
Humanities Community Project Grant, includes a workshop
and oral histories. “Legacy Couples Project: 400+Years of
LGBTQ+Love” opens April 1 at the Art Deco Museum in
Miami Beach. To learn more, go to miamibeachpride.com.

Jerry Chasen and Mark Kirby
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Your Digital Gateways to
Florida’s History and Culture

FloridaHumanities.org

is a free resource
for individuals and communities to learn more
about Florida. Visitors to our website can apply for
exciting grant and program opportunities, see the
humanities events happening in their community,
and learn about Florida’s history and culture
with blog posts, radio programs, and more.
Visit FloridaHumanities.org and discover
why Florida is a state of wonder!

Listen! These Streets Have Stories to Tell!
Florida Stories is a free walking tour app created by
Florida Humanities. Users will be transported through
the past and present with over thirty-five tours of Florida
communities. Each Florida Stories tour is narrated, packed
with photos, and will open your eyes to
the Sunshine State in a way you’ve never
experienced before.
Download the “Florida Stories” app today,
available for Android and Apple devices.

